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ABSTRACT

A microcomputer Model for implementing a seismic

analysis procedure for bridges is presented. The method is

procedure 1 of the Applied Technology Council (ATC-G)

document, and is applicable to bridges with "regular"

geometry and stiffness along their length.

Th~ input portion of the program was enhanced by

interfacing the program with the AutoCAD drafting package.

AutoCAD is used to create points and lines which represent

nodes and elements.

A parameter study examining the effects of varying the

abutment and pier base spring stiffness properties was

performed" on a five-span reinforced concrete bridge. In

addition, the limits of applicability of the computer model

are established through a sensitivity study examining the

effects of skew angle and curvature in a two-span bridge.

The program was named MicroSARB, and was developed in

IBM FORTRAN 77 on an IBM PC-XT. The program can run on an

IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT, or compatible with a minimum of 256K

of memory.

Given the quick turnaround and accessibility of micro-

iii

computers, programs like MicroSARB provide a new means by

which new and complex design and analysis methods can be

transferred to design offices.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The 1971 S8n Fern8ndo V81ley e8rthqu8ke W8S 8 MaJor

turning point tow8rd the developMent o£ better seismic

design criteri8 £or highway bridges. The damage done to

bridges by this earthquake in£luenced researchers to take

a better look at the then current seisMic design practices

£or bridges. Through experiMental and analytical studies

it W8S learned that More realistic seismic design methods

1

were needed. In response to this need, the Applied

Technology Council (ATC) established new guidelines which

incorporated relatively new dynamic analysis techniques.

The a~alysis procedure called £or in the ATC guidelines

involved a three-dimensional space £rame analysis o£ a

bridge. Soon a£ter the guidelines had been developed a

main£rame computer program called SEISAB-I was developed,

thus providing 8 means o£ automating the new guidelines.

Most recently the implementation o£ microcomputers to

solve complex civil engineering problems is becoming more

wide spread in design o££ices. The advent o£ relatively

inexpensive micrOCOMputers which have very good computa

tional capabilities has provided engineers with a more

e££icient tool £or solving problems Vi8 old Methods. The

obvious adv8ntagea o£ using MicrocoMputers £or such

applications include £8ster and more accurate reaults~ aa



well as an iMproved presentation of the results. The

routine use of MicrocoMputers becomes even More attractive

when considering the very low operating costs.

Typically, in the past, cOMputer programs written £or

MOst engineering applictions require the user to input or

describe the particular probleM by generating a data £ile

which contains in£orMation about the problem. In addition

to solving engineering problems, microcomputers have proven

to be quite use£ul as an advanced drafting tool. In recent

years Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) drafting packages have

been developed £or microcomputers. These widely available

CAD drafting systems provide the engineer with an alternate

2

means of describing a particular problem. By inter£acing

probleM solving programs with the CAD programs through
.

linkage codes, which interpret in£ormation generated by the

CAD program about a particular problem, inputing o£ the

problem can be greatly simpli£ied.

This thesis presents one application .0£ microcomputers

in impleMenting recent seismic design gUidelines £or

highway bridges on the Microcomputer. The program being

presented uses an analytical procedure described by an

Applied Technology Council (ATC) docuMent £or seismic

design of bridges £2].

1.2 ObJective and Scope

The primary obJective o£ this thesis was to develop a

Microcomputer model which implements procedure 1 o£ the
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£or seismic ana1ysis of highway

the ATC-6 document specify two

one for "regu1ar" bridges and the

bridges. The £ormer uti1izes a•• irregu1ar"

procedures.ena1ysis

ATC-6 docu.ent [23 £or aeis.ic design o£ regu1ar highway

bridges. In eddition~ par.eter studies which i11ustrate

various app1ications o£ the Jftode1. and tests comparing

sing1e-.oda1 ena1ysis to au1ti-moda1 ana1ysis £or regu1ar

bridges are presented.

The guide1ines

bridges described in

other £or

uni.ode1 ~pproech; where as, the 1atter considers the

.u1tiJftoda1 response. A ··regular" bridge is described as a

bridge with no abrupt changes in mass. sti££ness. or

geo.etry along its span. In addition. it may not have

1arge di££erences in these parameters between adJacent

bents. An "irregu1ar" bridge is any bridge not con£orming

to the definition of a regu1ar bridge.

The ATC guide1ines require that bridges be analyzed

£or seisaic £orces in two orthogona1 directions

and transverse directions>.(1ongitudinal

procedure £or deter.ining seismic £orces,

The typica1

even £or

"regu1ar" bridges. is to per£orJll a space £raJRe ana1ysia o£

the bridge. To carry out the ana1ysis ATC recoMJftends that

any genera1 purpose space £ra.e ana1ysis COMputer .ode1 aay

be used. In ca1cu1ating the seiSMic £orces £or the

uni.odal approach the bridge Must actua11y be analyzed

twice; once £or deteraining de£1ections due to a unit load,



and another tiMe for ca~cu~ating def~ections due to seisMic

forces. This resu~ts in Many additiona~ inter.ediate hand

ca~cu~ations. In order to faci~itate the application of

the ATC-6 guid~ines, a specia~-purpose COMputer program

ca~~ed SEISAB-I [~1], which inc~udes both the unimodal and

Mu~tiMaodal procedures, has been deve~oped.

The COMputer .ode~ is very extensive thus requiring a

Mainframe computer. Many bridge engineers have limited or

no access to mainfraMe computers~ thus making it difficult

or i.possib~e to carry out cOMprehesive space frame

analyses. In a recent survey (5)~ the absence o£ computer

so£tware to i.p~eMent the ATC-6 guide~ines was mentioned as

being one o£ the reasons many practicing engineers are not

using the gUide~ines. It is estimated that more than £i£ty

percent o£ the highway bridges fa~l within the "regular"

bridge category. Combining this with the notion that

microco.puters are genral~y available to bridge engineers~

4

it becoJRes evident that a MicrOCOMputer mode~ £or

iMpleMenting the ATe guidelines £or regular bridges should

be deve~oped. A MicrOCOMputer Model o£ this type wi~l

encourage bridge engineers to use the new gUide~ines.

Because of the ~ow operating costs, MicrOCOMputer

prograMS of this type wi~~ enab~e designers to vary

paraMeters affecting the behavior of the bridge, thus they

are capable of deterMining even More accurate design

forces.



In response to this need, a aicrocoaputer Model which

perforas the ATC-6 analysis for regular highway bridges

called oOMicroSARB" (MicrocoMputer Based SeisMic Analysis of

Regular Highway Bridges) has been developed on an IBM-PC XT

using FORTRAN prograM.ing language.

The cOMputer model described in this thesis consists

of three Main segments (1) a preprocessor, (2) an analysis

module, and <3> a postprocessor.

1.3 Review of Previous Work Leading to the Development of
ATC-6 Procedure 1

The collaspe or partial damage caused to several

highway bridges by the 1971 San Fernando Valley earthquake

[8,13] stimulated a need for research and development which

focused on the seismic analysis and design of bridges.

This influenced organizations such as the National Science

5

Foundation and the Federal Highway Administration to

sponser analytical and experimental studies which examined

various aspects of the seismic behavior of bridges. The

extent of the experimental studies ranged fro. cyclic

loading [12] of bridge components to full-scale testing of

actual bridges [73. Many of the analytical studies were

aimed at bridges with varying degrees of compleXity

[3,10,11,17,20]. The findings from these studies, coupled

with an increased general knowledge of dynamics of

structures, caused researchers and engineers to conclude

that substantial revisions were needed in the seismic codes



for highway bridges. In response to thia need, the Applied

Technology Council established a new set of gUidelines for

6

the sei.Mic design of bridges 1:23 • The guidelines have

been adopted by the AMerican Association of State Highway

and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) [13 as a "guide"

specification and are currently being utilized by many

state departMents of transportation.

The priaary docuMent used for computation of seismic

forces in the United States is the standard specifications

adopted by ~ASTHO (11. Prior to 1973, the standard method

of deterlllining seisMic forces for bridges involved

idealizing each bent as a single degree-of-freedom

oscillator with a concentrated static force, representing

the earthquake load, applied at the top of the bent. The

lIlagnitude of the static load was a fraction of the bridge

dead load, ranging between two percent for bridges

supported on spread footings to six percent for bridges

supported on piles. This method, more comMonly known as

the "lollipop" method, Made certain assuMptions that

produced inherent error in deterMining the natural period

of the bridge and distribution of the earthquake force to

various structural cOMponents of the bridge. The

assuMptions in this Method include: (1) each bent vibrates

at its own natural frequency, (2) stiffness is provided by

the bents only, thus excluding the stiffness of the

superstructure. By 1977 the specifications were further



Modi£ied to include aeveral £actora related to seiaMicity

o£ the area, bridge dynaMic properties, and soil e££ects.

7

The response spectruM method

techniques were recom.ended £or relatively complex bridges

[10]. An iMportant iaprovement o£ the ATC-6 methods over

previous seismic design methods is the consideration o£ the

overall behavior o£ the structure as opposed to the

behavior o£ individual bridge components. SEISAB (SEISmic

Analysis o£ Bridges) is a coaprhensive computer progra~

which incorperates this concept in the se~smic analysis o£

bridges. The primary purpose £or developing SEISAB was to

provide design engineers with a usable tool £or

i.ple~enting the latest seismic design methods. The

current program release, SEISAB-I [11], considers both the

single-mode and multi-Mode response spectru~ techniques

included in the ATC-6 guidelines. In addition, a second

version, SEISAB-II, which includes nonlinear analysis

techniques is being developed.

In order to be able to handle a very large range o£

bridges SEISAB provides £or modeling o£ single column piers

as well aa multi-coluMn bents, abutments <including walls

and bearing pads), expansion Joints (including restrain

ers), pile £oundations, and soil properties at the

abutments and piers £oot1nga. Some o£ the SEISAB modeling

capabilities include the ability to analyze: straight as

well as curved bridges, ataight or skewed bents, horizontal



or cambered decks. and offset colu.ns or bents.

The central the.e behind SEISAB was to provide the

8

user-to-progra. co••unicaton.

design engineer with the most effective means of

SEISAB utilizes a free-

for.ated language input consistent with the natural

ter.inology (ie. bent.pier.column.cap> of bridge engineers.

COMbining this with its ability to handle such a large

variety of bridge configurations, SEISAB is considered as

the current state-of-the-art in seismic analysis of

bridges.



CHAPTER 2

ANALYTICAL MOOELING

9

2.1 Introduction

In order to 8ccount for the directional uncert~inty

8ssoci8ted with earthquake motions, and the possibility o£

siaultaneous occurance o£ earthquake £orces in two perpen

dicu18r directions, the ATC-6 guidelines (2] require that

bridges be designed £or seismic loads in both the longi-

tudinal and tr8nsverse directions. A computer model

capable o£ perfor.ing a space frame analysis is required to

analyze highway bridges in the transverse direction. For

bridges falling in the ""irregular" category (nonuni£orm

deck geometry, curved or cambered decks, and skewed or

offset bents) the coupling effects between various degrees

of freedom (OaF) make a six OOF per node model essential

for the analysis of the bridge. When considering the

single mode spectral analysis of regular bridges (ATC-6

procedure 1), the unifor. geometry of the bridge combined

with one directional loading allows for a reduction of the

number of OaF's per node needed to model the behavior of

the structure if loading in each orthogonal direction is

considered seperately.

By creating two separate Models, one £or loading in

the longitudinal direction and the other £or loading in the

transverse direction, the number o£ OOF's per node required

to model the bridge are reduced to three and xour,
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respectively. Generally, for Most bridges identical bent

configurations <and properties) are used throughout the

bridge, thus a £ive-span bridge May have only one or two

bent types. With this in mind, the use of substructuring

to model the bents becomes inherently favorable. By

condensing each bent down to a group of springs repre

senting the overall stiffness of the bent, the bridge

superstructure can effectively be modeled as a continuous

beam with separate plane frame substructures attached to

it.

Hence, by considering each direction separately and

utilizing substructuring, a space frame analysis <three

dimensional> is reduced to a series of plane frame (two-

dimensional) analyses. Due to somewhat limited Memory

requirements associated with most personal computers,

Modeling techniques like those described above become very

favor~ble for implementing structural analysis procedures

on microcomputers.

In order to allow for flexibility in modeling various

bridge configurations, consideration was given to the types

of hinges and bent configurations that are representative

of typical highway bridges. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show hinge

and column types which can be modeled on MicroSARB.

The computer model utilizes typical analytical

modeling techniques to represent the various components of

the bridge. Figure 2.3 illistrates a typical analytical
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Model uaing nodes and line eleM.nta to repreaent the bridge

auperstructure and substructurea. Masaleaa line elementa

are uaed to Model deck, colUMn, and bent cap eleaents.

Structural" nodes are a.suaed to be located at the inter

section o£ piera and deck eleMenta. In addition r one node

ia assigned to each pier base and each abutMent. To

account £or interMediate hinges additional nodea aust be

supplied to represent expansion Joints and hinges at bents.

Because bridge apan lengths are relatively larger addi

tional in~eraediate deck nodea aay be included. For

coluans an additional interMediate node can be included to

model non-prismatic columns.

Ele.ent sti££ness .atrices were stored using implic

it list processing to minimize memory reqUirements. The

procedure is described in detail in Appendix B.

The ATC-6 procedure 1 calls for the analysis of the

bridge tWice, once £or a uniformly distributed unit load

along the length of the bridge and a second time £or a

non-uniform seismic load along the length o£ the bridge.

(See Fig. 2.4>. Additional nodal point loads which

represent lumped maaaea £or aodeling bent cap weights can

be included in the sei.aic loading. In the aodel loads are

applied through equivalent nodal loads.

2.2 Structural Modeling Techniques - Transverse Direction

This portion of the analytical model was developed to

compute the bridge response £or horizontal loads in the
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transverse direction.

(a) Transverse Degrees of Freedom: Out of the six possible

DOF's in a apace frame, only four were considered for

the deck and upto six were used for the bents for loading

in the transvese direction (Fig. 2.5>. The deck nodes at

bents were allowed to displace in the transverse direction

(1 axis> and vertical direction <3 axis>, and rotate about

the longitudinal direction <2 axis> and vertical direction

(3 axis) • For interMediate deck nodes the vertical

disp1aceaen~ DOF was neglected because very little axial

shortening 'of coluJRns was expected. At deck-to-bent

intersections, although axial deforMation of individual

columns was neglected, the vertical DOF aust be included to

account for the rotation of the deck due to vertical uplift

or settling of pier bases of multi-column bents. For

single coluan piers the vertical displacement will be zero.

The deck vertical displacement at the abutment bearings was
•

also restrained because the vertical displacement was

expected to have taken place as a result of dead load

before lateral loading of the bridge. In bridge structures

with monolithic abutments, the assumption is even aore

valid if no abutment settlement ia expected. The longi-

tUdinal displacements along the length of the bridge

(direction 2> deck are also assumed to be negligible for

transverse loading. Generally, the cross-sectional area of

a bridge deck is very large aaking deck axial deformations



very aMall. For p~er bases the vert~cal DaF was included
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to account £or rotation o£ Multi-coluMn bents= however,

rotation about the 3 axis was assuaed neglegible. Th~s is

considered as a reasonable aaauaption becauae o£ the

relatively large torsional sti££ness o£ £oot~ngs, and

particularly pile £oundations.

(b> Deck EleMents: The deck systea can be continuous or

non-continuous to be ab1e to inc1ude the e££ects o£

expansion Join~s. Deck elelRents were idea1ized as

prisaatic 1ine _e_bers (Fig. 2.3> which re~ain e1astic in

the analysis. Figure 2.6 shows the unrestrained DOF's on a

deck ele.ent. Because deck length over width ratios can be

relatively slRall, shear deformations for lateral. bending

were included. Allowing £or shear de£or~ations, the

stiffness matrix £or deck e1eIRents becomes

12R

L2

6R

L

12R

L2

6R

L
o 0

6R
4R + 'YR 2R - YR 0 0

L

12R 6R
£Kld = 0 0 (2.1)

L2 L

4R + 'Y R 0 0

SyJUll.
GJ GJ

L L

GJ"

L



In which

y .. 413 ;

13 .. 3EI/GAL2;

A = e££ective shear area;

E ...odu~us of elasticity o~ concrete;

G = shear Modulus;
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I = .OMent o£ inertia
direction;

:J = torsion8l inertia;

L = element length;

R = EI/ (L(1+4f3)].

(c> ColuMn EleMents:

about the centroidal axis in the 3

A coluMn ele~ent was assumed to

consist of 8n infinitely rigid top part. and an elastic

line eleMent (Fig. 2.7>. The in£initely rigid end segment

represents the portion of the deck from the centroid o£ the

deck <where a node is loc8ted) to the bottOM of the deck

for monolithic deck-to-column connections <Fig. 2.7>. For

Multi-coluMn bents the rigid end segment m~y be considered

as the dist8nce from the centroid of the bent cap to the

bottOM of the bent cap. The rigidity of this segaent was

assumed to be infinity to account for the fact that pier

caps (for single colUMn piers> and bent caps <for Multi-

coluM~ bents> are considerably wider than the pier co~u.ns.

This o£ course May not a~ways be the case~ inwhich Case the

length of the rigid end block May be assumed zero. For

cO!UJIlns, because the axial forces are relativeley saall.

the axial deformations were neglected.



The defora.d shape of a coluan eleaent~ excluding

relat~ve displace.enta of end nodea ~s shown in Fig. 2.8.

The ao.ent-rotation relationship £or the elastic region is

<2.2)
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where

5 = l/GAL.

L
+ 5

3El

SY·••

L

6El

L

3El

- 5

+ 5

Refering to Fig. 2.9 the stiffness for the-entire ele~ent

is deter.~ned by transforaing K'A to MA using moment

equillibriua o£ the rig~d end segaent

MA = <1 + A)M'A +AHB

The equillibriua equation for the total ele.ent can be

written as



(2.3)
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[El

The .ti££neas aatrix £or the eleaent shown in Fig. 2.8 is

deter.ined £roa

[Kl = CEl CX" 1 CEl T (2.4)

This Matrix does not include the e££ect o£ torsion and

relative 'lateral displaceMents associated with the possible

OOF's £or colUMn ele»ents (Fig. 2.10>. The torsion terms

in the sti££ness »atrix are uncoupled £ro. other teraa,

thus they can be added independently a£ter the e££ect o£

the other de£or.ations have been included. Re£ering to

Fig. 2.11 the relationship between end rotations o£ the

colu~n and lateral displace.ents is

in which

{::} . CTl (2.5) "

CTl =

1

L

1

.L

1
1 - ---

L

1
0 - ---

L

o

1

For the colUMns o£ the transversely loaded bridge, bending

can take place about both orthogonal directions (axes 1 and



2). (see Fig. 2.5>. Including torsional stiffness, the
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entire coluan eleaent .ti££ness Matrix becoMes

tKpl = o

o

o

o

o

o

GJ

L

<2.6)

where

and

tKL] = stiffness for bending about longitudinal
direction <axis 1>;

[KV) = stiffness for bending about vertical
direction <axis 2).

<d) Bent Cap Elements: The bent cap element was assumed to

consist of <a> an elastic pris.atic middle portion, and at

the ends, <b) two infinitely rigid segments <Fig. 2.12).

The end segments represent the part o£ the structure common

to both the pier cap cnd colUMn. The length o£ the rigid

end blocks extends fro. the centroid of the column to the

interior edge of the column. Both axial ~nd shear de£or-

aations were aSSUMed to be negligible for the bent cap

ele.ents. The per.issible DOF's for the bent cap element

are shown in Fig. 2.14.

Figure 2.12 shows the deforMed shape of a bent cap

eleMent excluding relative displaceMents of end nodes. The

relationship between the end MOMents and end rotations of

the £lexura~ portion of the eleMent is as follows



Stiffness Matrix (K'J

{K'A}
M'B

•
EI

L [4 2J {e'A}
2 4 e'B

(2.7)
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The stiffness .atrix for the entire ele.ent, including

rigid end segaents, is formed by transfor.i~g the stiffness

Matrix in Eq. 2.7. The transformation matrix can be

obtained by considering equillibriuM of rigid end segMents

(Fig. 2.13) as

or

in matrix for.

<2.8)

CEJ

Finally, the flexural stif£ness Matrix is ~eterMined froM

[Kl = £El[K'](E1T <2.9)

which is a 2 X 2 Matrix consistent with one rotational DOF

at each end node.

This aatrix is valid for both. bending about a

longitudinal (axis 2) and vertical (axis 3) direction

<..Fig. 2.5>. However, this .atrix Must be forMulated to

include the effects of vertical displacements. This is



acco.pl~ahed by relating total rotation o£ the eleaent to

rotat~on due to d~splace.enta (F~9. 2.15>.
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{
ee

B

A
} = (TJ (2.10)

in which
1 -1

1
L L

tTl =
1 -1

0
L L

o

1

Finally, by considering both bending about the longitudinal

and vertical directions (axes 2 and 3>, and including the

bent cap torsional sti££ness, the total bent cap sti££ness

is expressed in the £ollowing £ora

(TJT(KLJ [7J 9 0

[KJbent caP = 0 tTl T CKVl (7) 0

G:J
0 0

L

where

and

CKL) = bent cap rotational sti££ness £or bending
about the longitudinal direction (axis 1):

CKV] = bent cap rotational sti££ness £or bending
about the vertical direction <axis 2).

<e> Boundary and InterMediate Hinge EleMents: Elastic

translational and rotational spring eleJu~nts were



incorporated to .ode~ the effects of abutaents, pier bases,

and internal deck hinges. A~~ the boundary springs are

assuaed to be uncoupled. For the abut~ents one transverse

displaceMent spring and two rotational springs (rotation

about directions 2 and 3) are used to .ode~ the abutMent

20

stiffness including soi~ effects (Fig. 2.5). Both

Monolithic and bearing type deck-abutMent connections May

be Modeled. Two trans~ational (directions 1 and 3) springs

and one rotationa~ (direction 2) spring are used to model

the stiffness properties of footings and pile foundations.

Because the abutMents and pier base spring elements are

located on boundary nodes# the stiffnesaMatrix is si~ply

CKJ =

where Kl, K2# and K3 are spring stiffnesaes.of the various

translational and rotational springs.

InterMediate deck hinge ele.ents which ·can be used to

Mode~ bearing systeMS for expansion Joints, consist of two

nodes with two rotational springs and one displaceMent

spring between the nodes <Fig. 2.16>. Since this eleMent

contains two nodes, the interaediate hinge eleMent

stiffness beCOMes



Kl 0 0 -Kl 0 0

K2 0 0 -K2 0

K3 0 0 -K3
[Klhinge c

Kl 0 0
SYMM.

K2 0

K3

(£) Substructuring: The use o£ subatructuringat bents

required that certain assuMptions be ~ade about the degrees

o£ £reedoa at the bents. The horizontal OOF's associated

with the bent cap ele.ents are "slaved" in the transverse
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direction o£ the bridge • By aodeling the bridge as a

series o£ line ele.ents connected by nodes, the sub-

structure-to-superstructure connection is a single node

centrally located at each bent cap. In reality the deck is

connected to the bent cap along the entire length o£ the

bent cap. Thus, as the deck translates the bent cap will

£ollow. This is especially true £or ~onolithic connec-

tions.

The pier base DOF's are also slaved in the transverse

direction, thus ~t ~s assu••ed that the transverse

displaceMent at all p~er bases is identical. In

.ult~-colu.n bents, typically each coluMn is supported by

individual £oundations: however, the rooting and pile

sti££ness are usually the saMe, and £oundation £orces ~re

.
close. The assu~ption o£ equal horizontal displaceMents is



especially true for Mat foundations.

In order to account for bending about the vertical
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direction (axia 3) in Multi-coluMn bents, six OOF's

are assigned to bent cap and interMediate coluMn nodes

(Fig. 2.17). In addition to the £ourOOF's considered for

deck nodes (Fig. 2.5>, a translational (direction 2> and a

rotational (direction 1> DOF are included. For the node

representing the deck and bent node (and the inter.ediate

coluMn nodes of a centrally located coluMn), these two

DOF's are oMitted.

By accuMulating the sti£fness contributions o£

individual bent cap, column, and pier base springs, the

bent structural sti££ness ~atrix was constructed. Indices

were used to relate local element DOF's to global OOF'a.

The bent structural Matrix was divided so that components

related to the £our OOF's o£ the centrally located bent-to-

deck connection node were partitioned as described below.

where

and

I::} [Kl1 K12J{61}=
K21 K22 /).2

£X]bent

(Fl) = nodal force vector;

(F2) = nodal MOMent vector = (0);

(Kll] is a 4 X 4 Matrix.

(2.11)

Then the bent structural Matrix was condensed (183 to re-

late the deck-to-bent £orces to displacements and rotations



as

where

(Fl) • (Kl*(A1)

(K]* • (Klll - (K12](K22]-1£K211 •

<2.12)

(2.13)
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This aatrix in e££8ct represents a group o£ £our springs

which are attached to the deck at bent locations.

(9) Overall Bridge Structural Sti££ness Matrix: By

accuMulating contributions o£ bents, deck eleraents,

interMediate deck hinges, and abutMent springs, the overall

structural ati££ness Matrix was constructed. First,

ele.ent indices relating local to global degrees o£ £reedoM

were developed. Then, eleMent sti££ness Matrices were

added to the overall structural sti££ness aatrix at

appropriate locations. The bridge structural sti££ness

aatrix was subdivided so that co.ponents related to the

transverse displace~ents were placed in the upper le£t-hand

sub~atrix as £ollows

{ : } =
K12] {U}
K22 e

(2.14)

where

and

{PJ = equivalent nodal £orces;

(Hl = equivalent nodal Mo.ents.

Then the structural sti££ness Matrix was condensed to

relate known transverse £orcea to displaceMneta aa

.where

~nd

(Pl * = [KJ *(U) (2.15>

(2.16)

(2.17>
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inwere free to displace

2.3 Structural Modeling Technigues - Longitudinal Direction

This part o£ the analytical .odel was developed to

deter.ine the bridge response for horizontal loads in the

longitudinal direction.

~(~aw):....--!:::L~o~n.:.;g::&..:=:i..::t:.::u~d~i~n:.::a:.:l~--=D~e~g;l,;r:=...:::e:.::::e:.:s=--..::o~£=:.-~F-=r~e::.:e:=.d=o:.=m: For load i ng in the

longitudinal direction, only three degrees o£ freedom

(DOF's) needed to be considered (Fig. 2.18>. All nodes

the longitudinal and vertical

directions (axes 2 and 3>. In addition, all nodes were

allowed to rotate about the transverse direction (axis 1>.

(b> Deck Eleftents: Because there is bending about the

transverse axis, the deck elements were assumed to consist

of an elastic middle portion with infinitely rigid end

segments at each end (Fig. 2.12>. The length of the rigid

end block is the distance froll the centroid of the bent cap

(where a node is located> to the edge o£ the transverse

diaphragm. At abutaents, the distance is taken from the

node defined at the end o£ the deck to the inside edge of

the diaphragJR.

The unrestrained DOF's on a deck element of the

longitudinal Model are displayed in Fig. 2.19. Both the

axial and vertical shear de£oraations are neglected. The

large axial area o£ the deck COMbined with the fact that

will result fro.

aSSUMptions valid.

of a deck element

most o£ the

bending o£

Figure 2.12

longitudinal de£oraation

the columns makes these

shows the deformed shape



excluding relative end displaceMents. The procedure £or
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deterMining the 10ngitudinal deck eleMent sti££ness aatrix

is identical to that o£ the bent cap eleMents £or the

transverse Model (Sec. 2.2.d). Using Egs. 2.7 to 2.10 the

longitudinal deck eleMent ati££ness Matrix can be shown to

be

(Kldeck = £TlT(KTl (Tl <2.18>

where tKTl • deck ele.ent rotational stiffness £or
bending about the transverse dir~ction

and 1 1
1 - --- 0

L L
(Tl =

1 1
0 - --- 1

L L

In the longitudinal direction the

colu~n elements are £ree to rotate about the transverse

axis, as well aa, translate in the longitudinal direction.

The vertical DOF's at both ends o£ each colUMn are slaved,

thus neglecting axial de£orMations. Identical to the

colu~n eleMents used in the transverse Model, the column

eleMents are aSSUMed to consist o£ an elaatic line ele.ent

with .an in£initely rigid end segMent at the top o£ the

colUMn (Fig. 2.8). The perMissible DOF'a £or a column

eleMent in the longitudinal direction are shown in Fig.

2.20. Including shear deformations and following the



procedure ou~lined £or coluan eleaen~. £or the tranaverse
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Model (Eqa. 2.2 ~o 2.5>, and noting ~hat the torsional OOF

is restrained, the sti££ness aatrix £or coluan eleaents in

the longitudinal direction reducea ~o

CKlcol = CT1TCKl CTl (2.19)

where

and

[Kl a the column eleaent eti££neaa matrix £or
end rotations only;

CTl = trana£ormation matrix to include relative
end displaceaents.

(d) Bent Cap Elements: The bent cap elementa were assumed

to be flexible in the torsional sense only (rotation about

axis 1, Fig- 2.18). For a line element bridge model it

would appear that the bent cap eleMents are capable of

bending about the vertical direction (axis 3). However,

{or a real bridge the deck is attached to the bent cap

along the entire length of the bent cap either continuously

(monolithic deck-pier Joints) or at several locations

(simply-supported decks). Consequently, the deck will

prevent rotation o£ the bent cap about axis 3. In

addition, since the deck and bent cap move aa a uni~. the

bent cap ends are not expected to experience any relative

displacements. The unres~rained OOF's £or longitudinally

loaded bent cap eleaents are displayed in Fig. 2.21. The

sti££ness Matrix £or a bent cap element subJected to

torsion only is



where

GJ
CK1bent caP •

L

G = sheer .odulus;

[1-lJ
-1 1
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J = toraionel inertie;

L = unsupported bent cap 1ength.

(e> Boundary and InterMediate Hinge Elements: Abut.ent and'

pier base sti££ness properties were idealized using two

trensletional (directions 2 end 3> and one rotetional

(direction ~> linear elastic springs. In addition, inter-

Mediate deck hinge ele.ents COMprised o£ line~r el~stic

translational and rotational springs are used to model

exp~nsion Joints (Fig. 2.16>. The sti££ness matrices £or

single node abut.ent and pier base springs, and interme-

diate deck hinges (double node> are identical to those

described £or the transverse model (Sec. 2.2.e>. The only

di££erence being the values o£ sti££ness Kl, K2, and K3.

<x> Substructurinq: Based on the assumption that the deck

and ben~ caps will not experience rotation about the

vertical direction (axis 3>, only one longitudinal degree

of £reedo. was assigned to all o£ the bent cap nodes (Fig.

2.18>. The deck and bent cap experience the same displace-

.ent . in the longitudinal direction. Identical to the

transverse ~odel, the longitudinal DOF's at pier bases are

-slaved- so that all pier bases displace the saae a.ount.

In addition. because aX1al deformations in column elements
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local eleMent DOF's to

werecontributions

are neglected, all the nodes on an individual coluMn are

assigned the saMe vertical OOF.

Using indices which relate

global OOF's, individual element

aCCUMulated to forM the bent structural stiffness aatrix.

Siailar to the transverse bent stiffness matrix, this

Matrix was divided so that coaponents related to the three

DOF's of the central bent-to-deck node were placed in the

upper left-hand aatrix [Kll] (See Eq~ 2.11>. For the

longitudina~ bent stiffness matrix, [Kll] is a 3 X 3

aatrix. Using Eqs. 2.12 to 2.13 the bent stiffness matrix

was condensed to represent a group of three springs which

attach to the deck at bent locations (Sec 2.2.£).

(h) Overall Bridge Structural Stiffness Matrix: Through

ele.ent indices relating local to global degrees of

freedom, the bridge stiffness matrix was formed. This

Matrix contains stiffness components frOM bents, deck

elements, abutment springs, and intermediate deck hinges.

The bridge stiffness matrix was partitioned (identical to

the transverse Model) so that components related to the

longitudinal displacements were placed in the eKll) matrix

of Eq. 2.14. The bridge structural stiffness matrix was

condensed so that unknown longitudinal displaceMents, {U)

could be calculated using applied equivalent nodal loads,

(P} and (M) (See Eq. 2.15 to 2.17).



CHAPTER 3

SEISMIC LOADS BASED ON ATC-6

3.1 Introduction
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Recent advances in dyna.ics of structures allow

design engineers to per£ora more rigorous dynamic analyses

of strucuturea. In order to aiapli£y the task of i~ple

aenting these relatively new and advanced dynamics of

structures techniques in the field of bridge engineering,

Penzien and IMbsen have developed the Single-Mode Spectral

Method (SMSH> [16J. The SMSM is an approxiaate analytical

procedure for obtaining the forces in structural members

of highway bridges due to seisaic loading. The SMSM can be

applied to bridges which can be characterized as having

their predominant dynaMic response in a single Mode of

vibration.

Similar to the "lollipop Method", the basis behind

the SMSM is that the dyna.ic forces acting on the bridge

result froM inertial loading (Fig. 3.1). The primary

difference being that· the SMSM considers the stiffness of

the entire systeM and not Just individual bents.

Procedure 1 of the Applied Technology Council (ATC)

dOCUMent [21 follows the SHSH for analysis of regular

highway bridges. A discussion of the ATC-6 clasiffication

of bridges, an overview of the SHSM (ATC-6 procedure 1),

and a discussion of cOMputer iMple.entation of procedure 1

are presented.



3.2 Applied Technology Council Method (ATC-6>

Included in the ATC-6 docuaent are two procedures for

seiaaic analysis of bridges. Depending on the geoaetry and

location of the bridge, either the SKSM (procedure 1> or a

Hulti-aode Spectral Method (procedure, 2> are specified.

The KicroSARB aodel follows the SMSK, and can be used to

analysis regular bridges.

(a) Classification of Bridges: The ATe docuMent [2]

includes an acceleration contour aap of the United States

fro. which an acceleration coefficient (A> can be deter

ained for various regions of the country. Bridges have

been classified into two groups, regular and irregular. A

regular bridge is defined as having no abrupt changes in

aass, stiffness, or geoaetry along its length. An irregular

bridge is any bridge not defined as regular.

All regular bridges with an acceleration coefficient

of 0.09g and higher, as well as, irregular 'bridges with

acceleration coefficients ranging froa 0.09g to 0.199 can

be analyzed by the uniaodal analysis aethod (procedure 1>.

An iaportance classification <IC> is assigned to all

bridges located in aoderate to severe seis.ic regions (A >

0.29>. The iaportance factor is an indication of the

iapact of potential loss associated with a given bridge.

Baaed on the acceleration coefficient and the iaportance

classification, the bridge is assigned to a seisaic per

foraance category (SPC) which, in turn, identifies the

30
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analysis procedure to be used.

Consideration to geotechnical characteristics o£ a

given site is included through a site coe££icient (5).

Respon.e aodi£ication £actora (R> are used to account £or

nonlinear action o£ structural co.ponents. These £actors

tend to reduce internal £orces deterained £rOM an elastic

analysis, and account £or redistribution o£ £orces to

£oundations and abutMents.

(b> Single Mode Spectral Analysis Method - Procedure 1: The

single Mode spectral analysis Method outlined in the ATC-6

Manual [2] eMploys Rayleigh's Method [4] to deterMine the

single Mode response of a bridge. Although bridges are

generally continuous systeMS consisting of Many COMponents

contributing to the overall sti££nesa of the system, by

aSSUMing a single Mode o£ vibration the bridge can be

Modeled as a single degree-of-freedom "generalized

paraaeter" Model.

Consider the uniforMly loaded bridge' shown in Fig.

3.2.c. Taking advantage o£ the fact that free vibration

displaceMents result £roM inertial forces, it is recognized

that the £ree vibration shape is the deflected shape

resulting froa loading the bridge with a load proportional

to aass o£ the bridge. Thus, by first applying a uniform

unit load Po so that the bridge deflects into an asauaed

Mode shape Va(x), and aultiplying by a generalized

aMplitude function, V(t>, the dynaaic deflection, V(x,t>,



o£ the bridge is generated (See Fig. 3.2).

V(x,t> = Vs<x)V<t)

The equation o£ aotion £or this continuous ayate~

approxiaated by a generalized coordinate is
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.*v<t> + c*V<t> + k*V<t) = p*(t)

where

and

Note:

.* = Ja(x)Vs 2<x>dx + [aiVai

c· = f c<x) [Vs (x)]2dx

k* = jEI(X>[VH <X)]2d X

= 2 x <aax. strain energy due to load Po)

p* =f p(x,t)Vs(x)dx •

.(x> = distributed .ess along bridge length;

-i = additional discrete mass;

Vei = corresponding discrete displece~ents;

c(x) = distributed de.ping along -bridge length;

EI(x) = distributed sti££ness
length;

along bridge

Po = uni£ora unit loed along bridge length.

For the generalized single-degree-o£-£reedo. systeJa

subJected to ground acceleration Vg(t) we have p(x,t> =

-a(x~Vg(t) , thus

p* = -Vg(t) Ja(x)Vs(x>dx •

Noting that a(x) = w(x)/g and dividing Eq. 3.1 by .* we

have



c· k· -Vg<t..> f w<x>Vs<x)dxv<t..> + Vet> + v<t> = ------ <3.2)

•• •• g••

where
c· k·

= 2EW and = 002.- .-
hence k- gPo fVS<X)dX

2 = =
-J:~:~~:;~:~~:

..-
Note that is the undaMped natural £requency o£ the

systeJ\. I£ we let
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then

a = fVs(X)dX

t3 = f w(x)Vs(x)dx

y = Jw<x)Vs 2 <x)dx

(3.3)

·(3.4)

<3.5>

or

and

21T

T = = 2~~'.J ~~:-a-
<3.6>

-Vg (t) -Vg <t> t3------ f w(x)Vs(x)dx = --------
g.. g Y

Using the standard acceleration response spectral

value·Cs in ita diaensionleas £ora,

Cs =
Sa <E, T)

9

(3.7)



where Sa(£,T) ~s the pseudo acceleration spectral value, or

3"4

1.2AS
Cs II: -----

T2/3

where

A = the acceleration coe££icient:

S = the site coe££icient;

T = the £undaaental period;

the maxiMuM response o£ the systeM is given by

V(x,t>.ax = V<t>aax Vs(x)

where

<3.8)

thus

V(t>max = Sd = = -----~-

w 2 w 2 Y

V(x,t>aax =
Cs g S

w2 Y
Vs(x) <3.9)

An approxiMate MaxiMuM acceleration is given by

W 2 V(X,t)Max •

Hence, the inertial load which yields . the maxi.muIR

displaceaent V(x,t>.ax is given by

Pe<x> w<x>Vs(x> • (3.10>

This ~nertial load is then applied to the deck as a non-

uni£oraly distributed load, and the resulting static £orces

beCOMe the psuedo seisaic £orces.

(c) General Procedure: The step-by-step procedure for



apply~ng the ATC-6 procedure 1 ~a as £ollowa:

Step 1: Apply a un~%or. load, Po, along the length o£ the

bridge. Through a static analysis deter.ine the de£lected

shape, Vs(x).

Step 2: Calculate para.eters a,6, and y o£ Eqs. 3.3 to

3.5, respectively.
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step 3: Calculate the £undaMental period based on the

assuMed vibration shape <Eq. 3.6>.

Step 4: DeterMine the seisaic coe££icient, Cs , and the

pseudo inertial load, Pe(x) <Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10> based on en

acceleration spectruM.

Step 5: Apply pseudo inertial load, Pe<x>, snd per£or~

static analysis to deterMine reSUlting pseudo seismic dis

placeMents and £orces.

step 6: Modi£y £orcea based on the response modi£ication

:factors.

3.3 rMpleMentation

The above procedure was iMpleaented °inothe MicroSARB

Model using siMple curve £itting and nuaerical integration

techniques. Because the analytical Model described in

Chapter 2 is a discrete Model, a curve Must be passed

through d~acrete nodal displaceMents, and nUMerical inte

gration o£ the curve Must be per£or.ed in order to genercte

the paraaeters a, 6 , and Y (Eqs. 3.3 to 3.5>.

(a> Curve Fitting: By applying a uni:forM unit load, Po, the

bridge ia de£lected into an assuMed .ode shape <See Fig.



3.2.c). The true de£oraed ahap. ~e obta~ned by coneidering

the bridge deck as a continuoua ayet.a. It ehould be noted

that the bridge aay contain discontinuities at hinge lo<::a-

tions, but sections o£ the bridge in between hinges are
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continuous. In order to perfora a static analysis, the

bridge is Modeled as a discrete systea. Thus, only dis-

placeMents at discrete structural nodes are known (Fig.

3.3.a). Because para.eters a, a, and Y (Eqs. 3.3 to 3.5>

involve integration of the displaced shape over the entire

length of the bridge deck, the interMediate (between nodes)

displacements "Rlust also be deter.ined.

The displaceaent function Vs<x> for the bridge is

generated by fitting a smooth curve through the known nodal

displacements (Fig. 3.3.b>. A co••on curve fitting tech-

nique which can be eRlployed to generate a curve is the

Least Square's Method £25,263. A proble. with this method,

and methods of this type, is that for bridge decks modeled

with only a few nodes the shape of the curve generated may

not effectively represent the true defor.ed· shape. This

.ethod becoRles even aore erroroneous for bridges with

inter.ediate deck hinges. In which case a series of curves

are generated.

nodes.

Each curve aay contain as few as 2 or 3

Another approach to generating the deforMed shape of

the bridge" is the aethod of cubic splines [233. The basis
,

behind this aethod is to fit successive cubic splines



between each superstructure node point. One advantage to

this aethod is that it allows for a clo.ed fora aolution

of the three integrals of Ega. 3.3 to 3.5. At the saae

tiMe producing a saooth representation of the diaplaced
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shape. The SEISAB-I aodel eaploys this aethod for curve

generation (11].

Due to the inaccuracy associated with the Least

Square's aethod. and 4ue to the fact that the aethod of

Cubic Splines requires substantial COMputer aeaory. an

alternative aethod of curve generation was used in the

KicroSAR8 Model. In MicroSARB, the displaceMents in

between the nodes are deterMined using the displaceMents

and forces at the bou~dary nodes for each eleMent.

Once the superstructure nodal displaceMents, rotations

and eleaent end forces (shears and MOMents> due to a

uniforM unit load have been deterMined. a displace.ent

expression for each eleMent can be calculated. Consider an

individual deck eleMent subJected to a unifo~M load w (Fig.

3.4)." Cutting the ele.ent at a distance x and sUM.ing

MOMents at the section (Fig. 3.4.b> leads to

M(x) + .1/2wx2 - Vox + Mo = 0 • (3.11.>

Noting that for a beaa in flexure K(x) = EI<d2 y/dx2 >,

integrating this expression twice, and applying boundary

conditions

y(Xo) = Yo and
dy(xo>
------ = eo

dx



which are the l.£~-end nodal diaplacaaent and rotation

d.~.rained £roa the a~atic .naly.i.~ .the equaiton for the
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displaced shape ie de~erained. Two constanta of inte-

gration are generated in the double integration process.

Tbeee constants are deterained based on tbe above boundary

conditiona.

shape °is

The suaaarized expression for the displaced

where

y(x) =
1

£1
(Ax4 + Bx3 + Cx2 + Ox + E>

A = w124;

B = Vo 16;

C = -Mo I2:

D - (E160 - wxo316 - Vo xo 2 12 + Moxo);

E = CEI(yo - 6 o xo) + wx0418 + Vo x o 3 13 - Moxo2 12J.

Continuity of the displaced shape is assured since

equillibriuM and cOMpatability are satisfied at each node.

(b> NUMerical Integration: Evaluation of the fundaMental

period of vibration, T, and the seiSMic load, Pe(x),

involves the three integrals of Eqs. 3.3 to 3.5. Using the

expression for displaces shape, Vs(x>, end considering a

unifora aaae along the length of each deck ele.ent, these

para.eters (a, f3 ~ and Y > Can be evaluated using e ai.ple

nUMerical integration technique. Consideration was given

to both the Trapezoidal rule and Si~paon's rule. Both
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aethods approxiMate the area under a curve as a su••ation

of trapezoidal areas, thus representing the curve as a

seriea of linear approxiaations.

Given the siaplicity of both methods and the fact that

the SiMpaon'a rule is a slight improveMent over the

Trapezoidal rule, the Si.pson's .ethod was chosen. A

displaceMent function, Vs<x), was deterMined for each deck

eleMent. By breaking each deck element into 100 equal

increMenta, numerical integration of Eqs. 3.3 to 3.5 using

Simpson's ~ule becoMes very accurate. The example dia-

played in Fig. 3.5 illistrates the efficiency of the

Simpson's rule. In this example the area of a parabola is

determined by considering 40 intervals. The error between

the exact solution and Simpson's method (0.071~> is

insignificant. It is important to keep in mind that the

Single Hode Spectral Method 1s an ~pprox1m~te method, and

slight errors in computing the response parameters can be

tolerated.



CHAPTER 4

PARAMETRIC STUDIES

4.1 Introduction

Beyond being a tool for iapleMenting the ATC-6 method

1, MicroSARB provides design engineers with an efficient

means by which paraMeter studies may be perforaed. Because

of the low cost running tiMe associated with micro

co~puters, studies to deter_ine the effects of varying

different element stiffness properties can be performed.

Through paraMeter studies the design engineer can obtain a

better feel for the behavior of the structure, and thus

isolate the more critical elements.

To illustrate one application o£ the MicroSARB program,

a paraMeter study in which the effects of variations of

boundary element stiffnesses on the internal pier forces

was done on the Rose Creek Bridge.
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In addition, in an attempt to establish reasonable

limitations on the degree o£ skew and curvature that a

bridge may have, yet still be analyzed with MicroSARB, a

study exaMing the effects of skew and curvature on the

overall seisMic design forces (based on a single-mode

analysis) is presented.

4.2 Rose Creek Bridge Abutment and Pier Base Study

The Methods used by design engineers to deterMine the

stiffness properties of foundations and abutments are
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generally approxiMate and May not alway. agree with

experiMental data. The approxiMations uaed to calculate

atiffnesa properties can lead to inappropriate design

force. in the bridge structure. Through prograas like

KicroSARB the aensitivity of the bridge response to

variations in the stiffness of boundary eleMents can be

deterMined.

To deMonstrate one application of MicroSARB~ the

Rosecreek Bridge which had been previously subJected to

analytical and experiMental studies by' others (6,7,20],

was analyzed to deterMine the sensitivity of internal pier

forces to variations in the stiffnesses of boundary

ele.ents. This bridge has uniforM aass and stiffness along

its length, and hence, can be classified as regular.

a) The Test Bridge: The Rose Creek Bridge located on

highway 1-80 nQar Winneaucca, Nevada, is a five-span

reinforced concrete au~ticell box girder bridge with a

total length of 400 ft. (Fig. 4.1). The substructure is

COMprised of four single piers (Fig. 4.2) and pile

supported abutMents. The deck is continuous with no

interMediate expansion Joints. The deck is supported on

five ela.tOMeric bearing pada at each abutMent.

The superstructure and pier ele.ent stiffnessea were

calculated based on geOMetry and concrete propertiea. The

abut.ent spring stiffnesses were those deterained frOM a

previous systeM identification stUdy of the bridge (21].



The la~eral and ro~a~ional s~i££ne.a o£ piles were ob~ained

£roa Re£. 15, in which the a~i££ne.ae. were calcula~ed fro.

~he pile group geoae~ry and ~he aoil profiles. In order ~o

siaplify ~he evaluation of ~he r.sul~s, the stiffness

properties of the founda~ion at ben~ 2 were uaed for all

bents. Actually the foundations at bents 1 and 4 are

slightly "softer."

The critical seisaic forces in the Rose Creek bridge

are the .o.ent and shear a~ the base of the piers as well

aa the forcea at the foundationa and abuta~ts. The effect

of varying boundary ele.ent stiffnesses on abutment and

foundation forces is direct and significant. However, the

effect on pier forces is uncertain. For this reason, only

the sensativity of pier .0Ments and shears were exa.ined in

this stUdy. Because the pier bases are MOMent resistant in

the tranaverse direction, but hinged in the longitudinal

direction, only transverse loading was considered.

Using MicroSARB the ATC-6 procedure 1. (for "regular"

bridges) was applied to the bridge based on an acceleration

coefficient of twenty-one percent of graVity (Fig. 4.3>.

The forces deter.ined did not include the response .odi

fication factors specified by ATC because they would only

produce a unifor. effect. The reference case was taken to

be the bridge Model with boundary stiffneaaes described

above.

For the Rose Creek bridge, because the deck ends are
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supported on bearing pads, the correlation between sti££-

nesa in different directions needed to be taken into

account. The value o£ abutMent sti££ness £or translation

in the z direction and the rotational ati£fness about the y

axis (Fig 4.4) are related because they both depend on the
-.

shear stiffness of the indiviual pads. The rotational

sti££ness about the x axis depends priMarily on the normal

stiffness of the pads, thus, it can be approximated as an

independent variable. The £oundation rotational and trans-

lational stiffnesses .ay also be treated as independent

parameters. The £orMer is dominated by the pile-soil

friction £orces, while the latter is controlled by bearing

forces between piles and the soil.
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b)Discussion of Results: Based on the aforeMentioned

discussions, four independent parameters were varied:

1. Abut.ent rotational stiffness about the x axis.

2. abutMent rotational stiffness about the y axis and
the translational stiffness in the z direction,

3. pier foundation rotational stiffness about the x
axis, and

4. pier foudation translational stiffness in the z
direction.

(i) Effect of Rotational Stiffness at AbutMents - It can be

observed in Fig. 4.5 that varying the abutment rotational

stiffness about the longitudinal axis has little effect on

the pier MOMents and shears. The stiffness in the

reference case was taken to be 6xl06 K-in/rad. The

stiffness varies between one-tenth of the reference value
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and very large stiffness quantities which approxiaate fixed

(against rotation) abutMents. It can be seen that both

shears and MOMents in the piers were insensative to

variations in the stiffness. Forces in piers one and four

were slightly affected, but the change was only about ten

percent.

(ii) Effect of Shear Stiffness at Abutaents - The bearing

shear stiffness influenced the translational stiffness in

the transverse direction (z axis) and rotational stiffness

about the vertical direction (y axis) (Fig. 4.4). There~

fore, these C stiffness values were varied siMultaneously.

The results are shown in Fig. 4.6. The reference values

were 400 K/in for translational stiffness, and 300,000

K-in./rad for the rotational stiffness. The range of

stiffnesses used in this study included the value commonly

calculated based on bearing pad manufacturers and the

stiffness deterained through the systeM identification

study. The plots shown in Fig. 4.6 indicate that the

shears in piers one and four were the most sensitive

paraMeters. Because these piers are relatively close to

the abutments, it is apparent that forces were redistri

buted to the abut.ents as the abutMent stiffnesses were

increased. Forces in the Middle piers increased, but at a

relatively SMall rate.

(iii) Effect of Rotational Stiffness at Pier Foundations

Figure 4.7 shows the changes in shears and mOMents due to



variation. o£ rotational .ti££ne.s•• at pier foundations.

The .ti£fne.. £or the reference case was 100,000,000

K-in/rad. It ia evident that pier base shear. and moments

were very sen.itive to the variation of rotational stiff

ne•• of the pier foudations, particularly when stiffnesses

are relatively low. For higher stiffness values (50,000

K-in/rad and higher) the shears and .o.ents re.ained

relatively unchanged. Although the stiffness values are

very high, this range of atiffness can not be viewed es

infinitely atif£ aince a significant pert o~ the deck

deflection resulted fro. pier foudetion rotation. The

curvea indicate that £or relatively "soft" foundation

aysteas. designers should pay particular attention to

obtaining a realistic eati.ate of the foudations rotational

stiffness properties.

(tv) Effect of Translational Stiffness at Pier Foudations 

The variation of .omenta and shears as a function ~f

transverse horizontal stiffness (in the % direction) of the

pier foundations is shown in Fig.. 4.8. The reference

stiffness was 5000 K/in. It can be seen that even when

doubling or reducing the reference at~ffness by a factor of

five, the pier £orces did not change appreciably. The

variation o£ £orcea wa. approxiaately ten percent.

4.3 The Effects of Skew and Curvature on Regular Bridges

Based on the ATC-6 definitiori of a "~egular" highway

bridge, skewed or curved bridges .ay be classified as
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regular, thus the single-Mode analysis would apply. This

is particularly true for short span bridges where the

difference in geoMetry between adJacent supports would be
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.iniMal. MicroSARB is £or the analysis o£ straight.

bridges with no skew. Since .any bridges are with skew or

curvat.ure, or both, a sensat.ivit.y study t.o det.erMine the

degree o£ skew or curvat.ure which would lead t.o significant

deviations £or a straight. unskewed Model results was

per£oraed on a two-span bridge.

The ATC .ethod accounta for the directional uncer-

t.ainty o£ earthquake Motions by considering a COMbination

o£ ort.hogonal £orces [2]. The elastic seisaic £orces

resulting fro. the analyses in the t.ransverse and longi-

tudinal directions aust be COMbined to fora two load

cases:

Load Case 1 -

Forces = 100~ x I Longitudinal I + 30~ x I Transverse I

Load Case 2 -

Forces = 100~ x I Transverse I + 30~ x I Longitudinal I

where

Transverse , = absolute value o£ the MeMber sti££ness
seisaic forces resulting frOM analysis
in the transverse direction,

Longitudinal = absolute value o£ the .eaber elastic
••i.aic forces resulting £roa
analysis in the longitudinal
direct.ion.

The result.ing £orcea t.hen becoae t.he design £orces. In



this study the co.parison was .ade using these design
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forces. The calcualted forces did not include response

.odification factors since the effects would only be

uni£or.. The study presented was done using SEISAB-I which

allows for variation of skew and curvature in the aingle-

mode analysis.

a) Variable Skew Test: In thia study the effects of skew

on colu.n .oments and shears were exa.ined by si.ultaneous-

ly varying the skew (by the sa.e degree> at the abut.ants

and at the ~ent (Fig. 4.9>. The bridge .odel used for this

test was a continuous two-span reinforced concrete bridge

with a single two-column bent (Fig 4.10). This bridge is

located on Route 113 in California. The total length is

435 ft. The deck and column properties are displayed in

Fig. 4.10. In order to siaplify the interpretation of

final results, the abut.ents were aSSUMed to be pinned

(free to rotate about the y axis) in the transverse

•
direction, and simply-supported in the longitudinal

direction (Fig. 4.11). The bent foundation was taken as

fixed.

lithic.

The superstructure-to-bent connection is .ono-

The skew angle was varied as shown 1n Fig. 4.9. The

degree of varying skew ranged from 0 to 25 degrees.

Shears, .o.ents, and axial force at the botto. of the left

column (See Fig. 4.9> were calculated for loading 1n the

longitudinal and transverse directions. The resulting



o£ the

Although

design

It can be observed in
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£orcea baaed on a single-Mode analysis are displayed in

Tables 4.1-4.5. Included in the tables are £orces £roa the

direct analysis <Indiv.> and factored forces (Co~b.) in

accordance with ATC-6 load cases 1 and 2. In addition, the

critical MOMenta, ahears, and axial £orce are tabulated.

These sheara and MOMenta are the largest resultant

COMbined transverse and longitudinal results.

biaxial bending is present, £or circular colUMns,

based on resulant shears and MOMents is realistic.

The final design £orces were tabulated and are

displayed in Table 4.6. The re£erence case is the bridge

described in the previous seciton with skew equal to zero

degrees.

b> Discussion o£ Skew Test Results:

Tables 4.1 through 4.5 that some individual £orce

coaponents vary significantly with changing Skew. However,

the more critical design £orces; the Moment about the z

axis due to longitudinal loading (H%), the shear in the %

direction resulting frOM longitUdinal loading (Vz ), and the

axial force induced by transverse loading (P> remain

relatively unchanged as a £unction o£ varying skew (Fig

4.10) •

It can be observed in Table 4.6 that a skew angle

between 10 and 15 degrees is the break point at which error

becomes signi£icant. For this bridge and bridges with a

similar configuration, a skew angle up to 10 to 15 degrees



can be tolerated before the bridge can no longer be

analyzed as a straight bridge.

c) Variable Curvature Test: By gradually decrea.ing the

radius of curvature, the effects of curvature on coluan

force. were exa.ined for a two-span bridge (Fig. 4.9>. The

bridge .odel uaed to exa.ine curvature effects is identical

to the bridge used in the skew test with the exception of

span lengths (Fig. 4.10). For this test a sy.~etric bridge

with equal span lengths of 200 ft. was chosen. This allows

for siapler. evaluation of the final results.
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The of curvature varied fro. infinity

(reference case, straight bridge> to 200 ft. (1/R =

0.005). Using SEISAB-I and the ATC-6 single .ode analysis

aethod, bottOM coluan forces in the left colUMn <See Fig.

4.9) were calculated. (See Tables 4.7-4.12>. Identical to

the skew tests, resultant design shears and MOMents and

axial force obtained fro. combined loads were calculated •

•
These results were tablulated and compared to the reference

case (straight bridge, 1/R = 0) <Table 4.13).

d) Discussion of Curvature Test 'Results: Si~ilar to the

skew test, SOMe individual co.ponent forces vary signi£i-

cantly with changing curvature (Tables 4.7-4.12). But, the

resultant (critical> forces vary only slightly with in-

creasing . curvature. Once again, the dominant· .oaent (Hz

- Long.>, shear (Vx - Long.>, and axial force (P - Trans.>

do not vary significantly as a function of varying curva-



single-mode

obtaining

comparing

ture. The results suggest that this bridge May reach

a curvature <l/R> as high as 0.0025 <R = 400 ft.> before

the straight Model analysis can no longer be considered

accurate.

4.4 The Effect of Analysis Method

Given the wide range of bridge configurations, it is

often difficult to deterMine if the single-aode spectral

approach is sufficient to describe the dynamic behavior of

the bridge. In order to exaMine the validity of the

analysis method as an approximate method for

seiSMic forces in highway bridges, a study

the single-mode analysis and the multi-mode

analysis for a two-span bridge was made.

The bridge used in this study is the reference

(skew=O) bridge described in section 4.3.a. The results of

the multi-mode analysis are presented in Table 4.14.

A Comparison between the single-aode and multi-mode

analyses (for the case of zero skew) reveals that the

variation of resultant forces between the two analyses is

significantly different <Tables 4.1 and 4.14). However, it

can be seen that for loading in the transverse direction,

the single-aode and multi-mode results are qUite close.

The percent error between the single-aode and Multi-aode

results ranged between 0.1 percent for axial force, P and

12 percent for Moment, Hz. In the multi-aode analysis for

the predominat transverse mode, the period is 0.380 seconds

50
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while the corresponding natural period £or the single-Mode

analysis was 0.383 seconds. The close correlation o£

period and £orces between the two analysis

indicates tht the £undaMental Mode o£ vibration was indeed

the predOMinant Mode in the transverse direction.

In the longitudinal direction, the single mode and

Multi-Mode analysis results were very di££erent in some

instances. The largest di££erence was in the Mz where the

aingle-Mod~ Method overestiaated the MOMent aagnitude by 25

percent. The lack o£ close agreeMent £or £orcesin the

longitudinal 'direction sugguests the higher modes o£ vib-

ration contributed to the response, and the single-mode

analysis .ay not be su££iciently accurate.

The net e££ect on design £orceswas either conser-

vative or unconservative depending on the £orce component.

The single-Mode Method overestimated the resultant moment

by 23 percent, and the resultant shear by 13 percent, but
•

it undereati.ated the axial £orce by 7 percent.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5,1 SUMmary

The priaary obJective of this study was to develop a

aicrocoaputer IRodel for iIRplelRenting procedure 1 of the

Applied Technology Council (ATC-6) seisaic design guide

lines for straight regular highway bridges, and to demon

atrate the effectiveness of the aodel as an analytical tool

for perforIRing paraaeter studies. The IRodel was naIRed

KicroSARB, which stands for MicrOCOMputer-Based Seisaic

Analysis of Regular Highway Bridges.

The 'ATC-6 procedure 1 eIRploys the Single Mode Spectral

Analysis Kethod (SMSM) for seisIRic analysis of "regular"

highway bridges. The basic aSSUMption behind the Single

Mode Spectral Method is that for a bridge with no abrupt

change of geoaetry, aasa, and stiffness along its length,

the seisaic response can be determined by considering only

the fundaaental .ode of vibration of the bridge.

According to ATC-6, regular bridges need to be

analyzed twice in each of the transverse and longitudinal

directions. One analysis is for a uniform unit load to

deteraine the funda.ental IRode shape of the bridge, and the

other for psuedo seismic loads to determine the design

lateral loads. This leads to a apace fraMe analysis in the

transverse direction of the bridge.

By developing two separate IRodela (one for each



direction), and incorporating substructuring techniques for

bents, the analysis can be siaplified. The ATC-6 procedure

1 is a simplified approach, and the bridges which can be

analyzed using this method Must have a regular geometry.

As result, many assumptions which allow for a reduction in

the number of degrees of freedoM <DOF's) typically required

for a three-dimensional analysis of bridges were used to

siaplify the analysis. These assuMptions and the'general

modeling techniques employed.are described in Chapter 2.

An ove~view of the Single Mode Spectral Analysis

Method and a'description of the computer implementation of

this method are presented in Chapter 3.
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study

Once

sensitivity

the microcomputer model

evaluating the

was developed, a

effects of varying

abutment and pier base spring forces was performed on the

Rose Creek Bridge; a five-span rein£orced concrete bridge

located in Winnemucca, Nevada. The obJect of the study was

to identify critical boundary eleMents which would

Chapter 4, is a study establishing

influence the pier forces

described in Chapter 4.

Also included in

significantly. This study is

limitations on the degree of skew or curvature that a

bridge aay contain before it can be idealized as a straight

bridge and analyzed by MicroSARB.

In order to establish a "rule of thumb" as to the

critical degree of skew or curvature which when present
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liaita the applicability o£ KicroSARB, two aeperate atudiea

evaluating the e££ect. o£ akew and curvature on internal

coluan £orcea were done on a two-apan bridge.

In addition, in order to evaluate the accuaracy o£ the

KicroSARB Model, aeveral teata co.paring results £roa

JUcroSARB to SEISAB-I £or the ATC-6 single Mode approach

are presented in Appendix A.

5.2 Observations

The aensitivity

application o£ the

revealed that, £or

study presented in Chapter 4 is one

MicrocoMputer Model. This study

the Rose Creek Bridge, the pier base

£oundation and abut.ent bearing system £lexibility play an

i.portant role in deter.ining the lateral design £orces o£

the bridge piers. It can be seen by the results o£ the

study that, £or seisaic Modeling o£ the bridge, a More

accurate deteraination o£ the rotational sti££ness pro

perties o£ the pile £oundations at the piers is required.

The shear sti££ness o£ the elastoaeric bearing pads used at

abut.ents was alao £ound to be an iMportant paraaeter in

£luencing pier £orces. It should be noted that the Rose

Creek bridge was a single-coluMn systeM. The above

observations aay apply to bridges with Multi-colUMn piers

to a leaaer degree.

Based on the results o£ the skew test presented in

Chapter 4, it can be observed that £or bridges with a

con£iguration siailar to that in the case study, skew
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angles of up to 15 degre.s can be tolerated before the

straight aodel analy.is no longer yields reasonable

results. It Was alao found that bridges with curvatures

of up to 0.0025 ft.-1 can be treated as regular systeas

without considerable 10S8 of accuracy.

It is i.portant to keep in .ind that the skew and

curvature teata considered only one bridge configuration (a

two-span, two-coluan bent bridge). Because each bridge has

a unique configuration, for any given bridge the values o£

acceptable degree o£ skew and curvature aay not necessarily

be the saa. as those obtained in the study presented in

Chapter 4.

5.3 Concluding Remarks

Microcoaputer prograas like MicroSARB can play an

iaportant role in trans£ering advanced analysis and design

aethods to design o££ices. Analytical techniques, such

as the ATC aethods £or seiSMic design o£ bridges, need

to be read1ly available to designers; otherwise these

techiquea will not be utilized.

Use o£ aicrocoaputera to iapleaent coaplex design and

analysis aethods leada to aore accurate solutions as well

as a aore efficient aeans by which to obtain the solutions.

Because o£ the quick turn around and low runtiae costs o£

aicrocoaputers, the designer can readily exaaine several

alternatives and optiaize the solution in a relatively

ahort period o£ tiae. In the case o£ MicroSARB, the bridge
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eng~neer can vary di££erent bridge sti££ness paraMeters

a££ecting the sei.Mic behavior o£ the bridge in an atteapt

to deteraine the More crit~cal design paraMeters.

HicroSARB is only a

ATe Methods on Micro-

5.4 Future Considerations

It should be pointed out that

£irst step £or iMple.ent~ng the

COMputers. H~croSARB ~s liMited to straight bridge

con£igurations. For the reMaining, aore complex bridge.

con£igurations, a Main£raae COMputer and a prograa like

SEISAB-I are needed to per£orM a Multi-aodal analysis.

Given the ever increasing speed and ~emory capacity o£

MicrOCOMputers, iapleMentation o£ the aore involved

Multi-aodal procedure on a MicrOCOMputer seems £easible.

By using techniques like aubstructuring and memory

e££icient storage, a space £raMe Model needed to handle

cOMplex bridge geo.etry con£igurations, including skewed

and curved bridges, can be developed on a aicrocoMputer.
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Table 4.1 - Skew Te.t - Botto. Colu.n - Skew • 0 deg.

--------------------------------------------~------------------
T••t the Effect of Skew

Two Span Bridge - Two Colu.n Bent

(Botto. Colu.n>

Skew I: 0 deg.

Units = KIP and FT

Kx Kz Vx Vz P

Trans. 20390.0 495.1 38.1 1465.0 1675.0
(Indiv. )

Long. 18.6 32170.0 2212.0 2.1 15.6

Trans. 20395.6 10146.1 701.7 1465.6 1679.7
(Co.b. >

Long., 6135.6 32318.5 2223.4 441.6 518.1

Resultant (Critical) K =
Resultant (Critical) V =

32896

2267

Critical P = 1680



Table 4.2 - Skew Te.t. - Bot.t.oa Coluan - Skew = 0 deg.•

T.at. t.he E££ect. o£ Skew

61

Two Span Bridg. - Two Coluan Bent.

(Bot.t.oa Coluan>

Skew • 5 deg.

Unit.. • KIP and FT

Kx Kz Vx Vz P

Trana. 20310.0 2343.0 165.9 1459.0 1666.0
(Indiv.>

Long. 2758.0 32050.0 2204.0 197.8 156.7

Trans. 21137.4 11958.0 827.1 1518.3 1713.0
(Co.b.)

Long. 8851.0 32752.9 2253.8 635.5 656.5

Result.ant. (Crit.ical> If =
Result.ant (Critical) V =

33928

2342

Critical P = 1713



Table 4.3 - Skew Teat - Botto. Colu.n - Skew • 10 deg.

Teat the E££ect o£ Skew
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Two Span Bridge - Two Colu.n Bent

(Botto. Colu.n>

Skew • 10 deg.

Unit. ~ KIP and FT

!Ix lIz Vx Vz P

Trans. 20070.0 3177.0 215.6 1442.0 1646.0
(Indiv.)

Long. 5440.0 31700.0 21.78.0 387.6 262.9

Trans. 21.702.0 12687.0 869.0 1558.3 1724.9
(Co.b. )

Long. 11461.0 32653.1 2242.7 820.2 756.7

Resultant (Critical) K =

Resultant (Critical) V =
34606

2388

Critical P = 1725
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Table 4.4 - Skew T.at - Botto. Colu.n - Skew c 15 deg.

T••~ ~he E££ect o£ Skew

---------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Bridge - Two Colu.n Bent

(Bo~to. Colu.n>

Skew lIZ 15 deg.

Uni~. lIZ KIP and FT

Hx Hz Vx Vz P

Trana. 19680.0 4973.0 339.3 1414.0 1610.0
(Indiv.>

Lang.' 8121.0 31120.0 2134.0 578.5 392.6

Trans. 22116.3 14309.0 979.5 1587.6 1727.8
(Co.b. >

Long. 14025.0 32611.9 2235.8 1002.7 875.6

Resultant (Critical> H =
Resultant (Critical> V =

35500

2450

Critical P = 1728
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Table 4.5 - Skew Teat - BottoM ColuMn - Skew • 25 deg.

Te.t the Effect of Skew

---------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Br1dg8 - Two ColuMn Bent

(Bot.toM ColuMn>

Skew • 25 deg.

Un1t. • KIP and FT

!'Ix Hz Vx Vz P

Trans. 18450.0 ·8425.0 575.1 1324.0 1498.0
(Indiv.)

Long. 13290.0 29280.0 1997.0 944.3 615.5

Trans. 22437.0 17209.0 1174.2 1607.3 1682.7
(Co_b.)

Long. 18825.0 31807.5 2169.5 1341.5 1064.9

Result.ant (Cr1tical) K =

Resultant (Critical) V =

36961

2551

Critical P = 1683
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Table 4.6 - Coapari.on £or Variable Skew Te.~

--------------------------------------------------------~_-----
T••~ ~he E££ec~ o£ Skew

---------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Bridge - Two Coldan B.n~

(Bot~oa Coluan) Unit. • KIP and FT

D••ign Forces

Skew Hoaent. " Error Shear " Error Axial " Error
(degre.s)

0 32896 2267 1680

5 33928 3.0 2342 3.2 1713 1.9

10 34606 4.9 2388 5.1 1725 2.6

15 35500 7.3 2450 7.5 1728 2.8

25 36961 11.0 2551 11.1 1683 0.2

-----------------------------.----------------------------------
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Table 4.7 - Curvature Teat - Bottoa Coluan - l/R • 0

---------------------------------------------------------------
Teat the Effect of Curvature

---------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Bridge - Two Coluan Bent

(Botto. Coluan>

l/R • 0

Units • KIP and FT

Hx . Hz Vx Vz P

Tran~. 18060.0 0.0 0.0 1298.0 1488.0
<Indiv.)

Long. 0.0 30390 .. 0 2106.0 0.0 0.0

Trana. 18060.0 9117.0 631.8 1298.0 1488.0
<Coab.)

Long. 5418.0 30390.0 2106.0 389.4 446.4

Re.ultant (Critical) H =
Resultant (Critical) V =

30869

2142

Critical P = 1488
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Table 4.& - Curva~ur. T••~ - Bo~~o. Colu.n - l/R • 0.0005

---------------------------------------------------------------
T••~ ~h. E££.c~ o£ Curva~ur.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Bridge - Two Colu.n B.n~

<Bo~~o. Colu.n>

l/R • 0.0005

Uni~. • KIP and FT

Hx Hz Vx Vz P

Tran:a. 18070.0 13.7 1.2 1299.0 14&&.0
<Indiv.>

Long. 780.1 30510.0 2114.0 55.6 32.3

Trans. 1&304.0 9166.7 635.4 1315.7 1497.7
(Co.b.>

Long. 6201.1 30514.1 2114.4 445.3 478.7

Resultant (Critical) H =
Resultant (Critical) V =

31138

2161

Critical P = 1498
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Table 4.9 - Curvature Test - Botto. Colu.n - l/R c 0.001

---------------------------------------------------------------
Test the Effect of Curvature

Two .Span Bridge - Two Colu.n Bent

<Botto. Colu.n>

l/R = 0.001

Units = KIP and FT

---------------------------------------------------------------
Hx Hz Vx Vz P

Trans. 18110.0 20 .. 2 1.8 1301 .. 0 1492.0
<Indiv.>

Long. 1557.0 30590.0 2120.0 111.0 64.4

Trans. 18577.1 9197 .. 2 637.8 1334.3 1511.3
<Co.b.)

Long. 6990.0 30596.1 2120.5 501.3 512.0

--~------------------------------------------------------------

Resultant <Critical) H =
Resultant (Critical) V =

31384

2179

Critical P
•

= 1511
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Tabl. 4.10 - Curva~ur. T••~ - 8o~~oa Coluan - l/R • 0.00125

---------------------------------------------------------------
T••~ the E££ec~ o£ Curva~ure

---------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Bridge - Two Coluan Bent

------------------------------------
l/R • 0.00125

(Bo~~oa Coluan> Units • KIP and FT

Mx Hz Vx Vz P

Trans. 18140.0 20.7 1.9 1303.0 1494.0
(Indiv.>

Long. 1944.0 30620.0 2122.0 138.6 80.5

Trans. 18723.2 9206.7 638.5 1344.6 1518.2
(Co.b. )

Long. 7386.0 30626.2 2122.6 529.5 528.7

Resultant (Critical> H =
Resultant (Critical) V =

31504

2188

Critical P = 1518
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Table 4.11 - Curvature T.at - BottOM Coluan - l/R • 0.0025

Te.t the E££ect 0% Curvature

---------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Bridge - Two ColuMn Bent

------------------------------------
l/R • 0.0025

<Bott:oa Coluan) Unit. = KIP and FT

-------------------------------------------------~-------------

Hx Hz Vx Vz P

Trane. 18380.0 38.3 2.8 1321.0 1515.0
(Indiv.)

Long. 3848.0 30680.0 2124.0 274.3 162.1

Trana. 19534.4 9242.3 640.0 1403.3 1563.6
(Coab. )

Long. 9362.0 30691.5 2124.8 670.6 616.6

Reaultant <Critical) K =
Resultant (Critical) V =

32088

2228

Critical P s • 1564
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Table 4.12 - Curvaeure Te.e - Boeeo. Coluan - l/R • 0.005

---------------------------------------------------------------
Te.e ehe E££ece o£ Cu~vaeure

----------------------------------------------------------------
Two Span Bridge - Two Colu.n Bene

(Boeeo. Coluan>

l/R • 0.005

Unie. = KIP and FT

Kx Hz Vx Vz P

Trans. 19340.0 186.6 13.8 1390.0 1599.0
(Indiv.>

Long. 7354.0 30280.0 2087.0 524.3 324.2

Trans. 21546.2 9270.6 639.9 1547.3 1696.3
(Co.b.>

Long. 13156.0 30336.0 2091.1 941.3 803.9

Resuleant (Critical) K =
Resultant (Crieical) V =

33066

2293

Crieical P = 1696
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Table 4.13 - COMparison £or Variable Curvature Teat

-------------------------------------------------~-------------
Test the E££ect o£ Curvature

-----------------------------------------------~---------------

Two Span Bridge - Two ColUMn Bent R • Radius o£ Curve

(BottOM ColUMn> Unit. • KIP and FT

-----------------------~---------------------------------------

Design Forces

1/R MOMent " Error Shear " Error Axial " Error

0 30869 2142 1488

.00050 31138 0.9 2161 0.9 1498 0.7

.00100 31384 1.6 2179 1.7 1511 1.5

.00125 31504 2 .. 0 ·2188 2 .. 1 1518 2.0

.00250 32088 3.8 2228 3.9 1564 4.9

.00500 33066 6.6 2293 6.6 1696 12.3
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Table 4.14 - Hulti-aode Analysi. for Zero Skew Bridge

---------------------------------------------------------------
Hulti-aode Analysis for Zero Skew Bridge

----------------------------------------------------~-------~--

Two Span Bridge - Two Coluan Bent

(Bottoa Coluan>

Skew = 0 deg.

Units = KIP and FT
---------------------------------------------------------------

Resultant (Critical) H =
Resultant (Critical) V =

26714

2000

Critical P = 1812
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d) Single Hinge 0.t Bent

Figure 2.1 - Interaediete Deck Hinges
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SIngle ColuMn Bent Multl-cotuMn Bent

Multt-colUMn Bent With Ca.p

Figure 2.2 - Coluana Types



Computer Model - ATe 6 - Procedure 1

.Analytical Bridge Model Representation
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In~ert'ledto."te Node
~r nUMber of COlUMnS

IS even>
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/
Pier Bose
NOQe

Bent (Substructure) Model

Figure 2.3 - Analytical 8ridge Model Presentation
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Figure 2.5 - Tranaverse Loeding - Degrees o£ Freedo.
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Figure 2.6 ~ Unrestrained DOF's £or Transverse Deck EleMent
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Figure 2.7 - Colu.n Eleaent Idealization
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Figure 2.8 - DeforMed Shape o£ Coluan EleMent (No Laterel
DisplaceMent)
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Figure 2.9 - Trans£orMation of MOMent for ColUMn Rigid
SegMent
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Figure 2$11 - ColuMn DisplaceMent-Rotation Relationship
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Figure 2.12 - De£orMed Shape o£ Bent Cap EleMent
<Transverse Loading) and Deck EleMent
(Longitudinal Loading)
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Figure 2.13 - Equillibriu. o£ Rigid-End Seg.ent
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Figure 2.14 - Unrestrained Transverse Bent Cap DOF's
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Figure 2.15·- Bent Cap (Transverse Model) and Deck
(Longitudinal Kodel) DisplaceMent-Rotation
Relationship

Figure 2.16 - Expansion 30int Spring Idealization
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Longitudinal DOF's

Figure 2.18 - Longitudinal Loading - Degrees o£ FreedoM
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Figure 2.19 - Unreatreined Longitudinel Deck DOF1a

Figure 2.20 - Unrestrained Longitudinal Colu.n Ele.ent
DOF1s (Y1 = Y2)

HZ!
» MZ2

Figure 2.21 - Unreatreined Longitudincl Bent C~p DOF's
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Figure 3.1 - The -Lollipop- Method



Figure 3.2 - a> Typical Bridge Con£iguration
b> DisplaceMent Function
c> Fundaaental Mode Shape Due to Uni£ora Unit

Load
d> Psuedo Inertial Loading
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Figure 3.3 - Curve Fitting
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Figure 3.4 - Forces on a Deck Ele••nt
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VS<X> =-0.085398 + O.060857x·- O.0001529x2

d = 1572.64

SIMpson's Method <n=40)

q = 1571.53

" Error = 0.0714

Figure 3.5 - Nu.erical Integration with SiMpson's Rule
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Figure 4.10 - The Exc.ple Bridge for the Sensitivity Study
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Figure 4.11 - Abut.ent Hinge Connectivity
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APPENDIX A

MICROSARB TESTS EXAMPLES

Introduction

The exa.ple probleas included in this publication
illuatrate the capabilities o£ the Microcomputer-Based
Seis.ic Analysis o£ Regular Bridges (MicroSARB) computer
progra. which can be used to implement Procedure 1 o£ the
ATC-6 Seisaic Design Guidelines.

Theae exa.ples deaonstrate the accurary o£ the Model
by coaparing the results obtained £roa MicroSARB with those
obtained uaing themain£rame program Seismic Analysis o£
Bridges (SEISAB). In addition dissiaila~itie8 between the

. MicroSARB and SEISAB models will be examined.
The £ollowing £oraat ·is used in presenting each

exaMple pr~blem:

- The obJective o£ each example is discussed

- A brie£ description o£ the bridge being analyzed
is presented

Important modeling details are given

SEISAB results £or
unit load b) ATC-6

c) deck displacements
are provided

- Tables comparing MicroSARB and
a) deck displacements due to a
procedure 1 coe££icients and
due to a psuedo seismic load

- The output as pertaining to the comparison between
MicroSARB and SEISAB is discussed

In some examples both transverse and longitudinal
directions are presented, whereas, in others only trans
verse results are given.

In all cases the axial and shear de£ormations are
neglected.
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EXAMPLE 1

ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE-SPAN BRIDGE

ObJective

This exa.ple illustrates the use o£ MicorSARB in
analyzing a single-span rein£orced concrete box-girder
bridge. This exa.ple deaonstrates the accuracy o£ .odeling
the deck elements.

Description o£ the Bridge

This bridge is a hypothetical example using real
bridge properties. The box-girder spans are prismatic and
are cOMprised o£ noraal weight concrete. Abut.ents are
assuMed to be rigid and are restrained £rom displacement
and rotation in all directions ~xcept the longitudinal
direction. The longitudinal displacement is assumed to be
£ree.

Modeling Details

The bridge has an overall span length 120.5 £eet. The
section properties o£ the bridge are displayed in £igure
A.l.l. A uni£orm unit weight o£ 20.3 kips/£t. is used to
represent the weight o£ the concrete and all other
components along the length o£ the bridge.

All o£ the abutment springs except the longitudinal
displacement spring are assigned values o£ 1.0El0. The
longitudinal displacement spring is assigned a value o£
1.OE-10.

An Acceleration Coe££icient (A) o£ 0.4 and a Site
Coe££icient (5) o£ 1.2 £or Soil Pro£ile Type II are assumed
£or this bridge site.



SUPERSTRUCTURE PROPERTIES

A = 123 ft2

1,-1" 117 ft4

12-2 = 65550 ft4

13-3 = 527 ft4

ftc = 3250 P$;

Figure A.l.l - Exa.ple 1 - Bridge Deck Properties
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Comparison MicroSARB vs. SEISAB

Single Span Bridge:

Transverse Displacement Due to a Unit Load

103

Node # MicroSARB SEISAB % Error

1 1.205E-08 1.205E-08 0.00
2 1.592E-05 1.592E-05 0.00
3 2.607E-05 2.607E-05 0.00
4 1.592E-05 1.592E-05 0.00
5 1.205E-08 1.205E-08 0.00

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and T - Period

Parm. MicroSARB SEISAB % Error

Alpha 0.0017828 0.0018253

Beta 0.0361923 0.0370551

Gamma 7.215E-07 7.399E-07

T-period 0.0223 0.0222928

2.33

2.33

2.49

0.03



Trensverse Displeee.ents Due to a Psuedo Seis.ie Load

104

MieroSARB SEISAB % Error

Abut 1 1.816£-07 1.856£-07

Node 2 3.167£-04 3.196E-04

Node 3 5.327£-04 5.369£-04

Node 4 3.167E-04 3.196£-04

Abut 5 1.816£-07 1.856£-07

2.21

0.90

0.79

0.90

2.21



Comperiaon MicroSARB va. S£ISAB

Single Span Bridge:

Longitudinel Displecements Due to e Unit Load

105

Node # MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

1 6.025£-02 6.025£-02 0.00
2 6.025£-02 6.025£-02 '0.00
3 6.025£-02 6.025£-02 0.00
4 6.025E-02 6.025E-02 0.00
5 6.025£-02 6.025E-02 0.00

Alpha, Beta, Gemme, and T - Period

Parm. MicroSARB SEISAB % Error

Alpha 7.26012 7.26013

Beta 147.381 147.381

Gamma 8.879680 8.879680

T-period 1.2246 1.2246

.00

0.00

0.00

0.00



Longitudinal Displace.ents Due to a Psuedo SeisMic Load

106

IteM MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

Abut. 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4

Abut 5

Oe615490 Oe615490

Oe615490 Oe615490

Oe615490 Oe615490

Oe615490 Oe615490

Oe615490 Oe615490



and SEISAB indicates
the longitudinal

unit load are exact.
ATC-6 para~eters and
seiSMic load compare

W7

Discussion of the COMparison

A cOMparison between KicroSARB
that for both the transverse and
directions the displaceMents due to a
Also in the longitudinal direction the
the displacements due to a psuedo
exactly.

In the transverse direction the ATC-6 paraMeters and
the displaceMents due to a psuedo seis.ic load do not agree
exactly between the two Models. This apparent disagreeMent
results because the generation of the curve which repre
sents the displaced shape in the transverse direction is
different for the two Models.

In the MicroSARB Model the displaced shape for each
deck eleMent is generated by using the flexural bea~

equation for a uniforaly loaded beaM with known end shears
and MOMents, as well as, the known initial conditions;
displaceMent and rotation. This results in a fourth-order
equation to represent the flexural deforMation of the
bridge. The °MicroSARB Model uses Simpson's Rule to numeri
cally integrate the displaced shape when generating the
ATC-6 paraMeters and the psuedo seismic nodal loads.

In the SEISAB model the known nodal displacements and
rotations are used in conJunction with the method of cubic
splines to generate a series third-order equations
(splines) to represent the deformed shape of the bridge.
This Model considers a closed-form solution for calculating
the ATC-6 parameters and the psuedo seismic nodal loads.
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EXAMPLE 2

ANALYSIS OF A FIVE-SPAN BRIDGE

ObJective

This exaaple illistrates the use o£ MicorSARB in
analyzing a five-span reinforced concrete box-girder bridge
with single colUMn piers. This exaMple deaonstrates the
effects of Modeling bent eleMents <columns) and abutment
and pier base spring eleMents.

Description of the Bridge

The bridge used in this exaMple is the Rosecreek
interchange located in Winneauca, Nevada. The box-girder
spans are prisaatic and cOMprised of noraal weight
concrete. Seat-type abutments and pile footings at the
pier bases prOVide longitudinal and transverse stif£ness.
All four piers consist of 21 foot long columns with 6 inch
hinges-at the foundation to column inter£ace. The deck to
pier connection is monolithic.

Modeling Details

A plan and elevation of the bridge is prOVided in
figure A.2.1. The section properties and a cross-sectional
view of the deck" spans and coluans are displayed in figure
A.2.2. A uniform unit weight of 0.8083 kips/in. is speci
fied and accounts for the weight of the concrete and all
other components along the length of the bridge.

AbutMent spring sti£fness are speci£ied as follows:

<transverse)
transverse displacement spr~ng = 4.0E2
longitudinal rotational spring = 6.0E6
vertical rotational spring = 3.0E5

longitudinal displacment spring = 1.0E-10
<longitudinal) vertical displacement spring = 5.0E9

transverse rotational spring = 5.0E9

Pier base spring stiffness are specified as follows:

<transverse)
transverse displacement spring = 5.0E3
longitudinal rotational spring = 1.0E8
vertical displace.ent spring = 5.0E9

longitudinal displacement spring = 5.0E9
<longitudinal) vertical displaceMent spring = 5.0E9

transverse rotational spring = 5.0E9



An Acceleration
Coe££icient o£ 1.2

109

Coe££icient o£ 0.21 and a Site
£or 8 Soil Pro£ile Type II are used.
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Comparison MicroSARB vs. SEISAB
---------~--------------------------------------------------

Rosecreek Bridge: 5 span bridge with single column piers

Transverse Displacement Due to a Unit Load

112

Node # MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

1 0.828149 0.828543 0.0476
2 0.984035 0.984337 0.0307
3 1.13483 1.13503 0.0176
4 1.27847 1.27857 0.0078

'5 1.41623 1.41622 0.0007
6 1.65124 1.65015 0.0660
7 1.8397 1.83941 0.0158
8 1.96895 1.96859 0.0183
9 2.06158 2.06117 0.0199
10 2.15969 2.15922 0.0218
11 2.2019 2.20141 0.0223
12 2.15969 2.15922 0.0218
13 2.06158 2.06117 0.0199
14 1.96895 1.96859 0.0183
15 1.8397 1.83941 0.0158
16 1.65124 1.65105 0.0115
17 1.41623 1.41622 0.0007
18 1.27847 1.27857 0.0078
19 1.13483 1.13503 0.0176
20 0.984035 0.984336 0.0306
21 0.828149 0.828543 0.0476

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and T - Period

Parma MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

T-period

8217.52 8216.375

6642.22 6641.296

12068.7 12065.01

0,.3874 0.387

0.0139

0.0139

0.0306

0.1033



Transverse DisplaceMents Due to a Psuedo Seis.ic Load

113

Ite.

Abut 1

Bent 2

Bent 3

Bent 4

Bent 5

Abut 6

MicroSARB

0.20593

0.53964

0.94801

0.94801

0.53964

0.20593

SEISAB

0.2153

0.5397

0.9413

0.9413

0.5397

0.2153

" Error

4.3521

0.0111

0.7078

0.7078

0.0111

4.3521



COMperison MicorSARB vs. SEISAB

Rosecreek Bridge: 5 span bridge with single column piers

--------------------------------------------------------~---

Longitudinal Displacements Due to a Unit Load

114

Node # MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

1 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
2 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
3 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
4 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
5 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
6 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
7 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
8 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
9 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
10 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
11 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
12 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
13 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
14 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
15 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
16 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
17 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
1,8 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
19 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
20 2.244 2.24373 0.0120
21 2.244 2.24373 0.0120

Alpha, Beta, Ga••a, and T - Period

Parm.

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

T-period

MicroSARB

10726.5

8670.25

19456.4

0.4305

SEISAB

10725

8669.03

19450.9

0.43046

" Error

0.0140

0.0141

0.0283

0.0093
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-----------------------------------------------------------~

Longitudinal Displace.ents Due to a Psuedo Seismic Load

ItelR ATC6PRCl SEISAB " Error

Abut 1 0.95228 0.9521 0.0189

Bent 2 0.95228 0.9521 0.0189

Bent 3 0.95228 0.9521 0.0189

Bent 4 0.95228 0.9521 0.0189

Bent 5 0.95228 0.9521 0.0189

Abut 6' 0.95228 0.9521 0.0189



Discussion o£ the COMparison

116

both the transverse and longitudinal directions the
obtained £or displaceaents due to a uni£orm unit

well as the ATC-6 paraMeters seea to co.pare quite

In
results
load as
well.

The displaceMents due to a seisaic load are very
accurate £or the longitudinal direction. However. the
results £or the transverse direction indicate soae dis
crepency in the generation o£ the seismic load. There is
signi£icant error at the abut.ents.

The MicroSARB Model uses a direct equation o£ the
elastic curve £or each deck ele.ent to generate the dis
placed con£iguration £0 the bridge. In the SEISAB model
the method o£ cubic splines is used to generate the dis
placed shape.

•
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EXAMPLE 3

ANALYSIS OF A THREE-SPAN BRIDGE

ObJective

This exaMple illustrates the use o£ MicroSARB in
per£oraing an analysis o£ a three-span bridge as described
in the ATC-6 SeiSMic Design Guidlines £or Highway Bridges.
This exaMple deaonstrates the accuracy o£ MicroSARB £or
analyzing bridges with MulticoluMn bents.

Description oi Bridge

The box girder spans are- prisaatic and composed o£
normal weight concrete. Seat-type abutments are used, and
the abut.ent-to-auperstructure connections. are restrained
only in the transverse direction. The bents are oriented
normal to the bridge centerline. The bents are comprised
o£ three identical 25 £oot long rein£orced concrete
columns, spaced 35 £eet on-center and centered on the
bridge centerline. The connection between the bent caps
and the superstructure is monolithic.

Modeling Details

The section properties o£ the bridge and the bridge
layout are listed in Figure A.3.1. The weight o£ the
concrete, the side railing, and other miscellaneous items
are accounted £or ·by applying a uni£orm unit load equal to
20.3 kips/£t. along the length o£ the bridge.

For loading in the transverse direction the transverse
displacement spring and the longitudinal rotational spring
are assigned a value o£ 1.0E10, and the vertical rotational
spring is assigned a value ox 1.0E-10 in-order-to model the
abutment-to-superstructure connection as a hinge. All pier
base springs are given values ox 1.0E10 to model a rigid
pier base.

In the longitudinal direction all abutment and pier
base springs except £or the abutment longitUdinal
displaceMent spring are assigned values ox 1.0E10. The
abutment longitUdinal displacement spring equals 1.0E-10.

A Soil Pro£ile Type II (5 = 1.2) and Acceleration
Coe££icient o£ 0.4 are assumed xor this bridge site.
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COMparison MicroSARB vs. SEISAB
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-----------------~------------------------------------------

ATC6 ExaMple Bridge: 3 span bridge with 3 column bents

Transverse Displacement Due to a Unit Load

Node # MicroSARBS£ISAB " Error

1 2.626£-08 2.623£-08 0.0823
2 0.0013935 0.0013946 0.0846
3 0.0026765 0.0026790 0.0918
4 0.0037656 0.0037696 0.1048
5 0.0046065 0.0046123 0.1247
6 0.0051669 0.0051742 0.1409
7 0.0054124 0.0054201 0.1437
8 0.0053245 0.0053319 0.1399
9 0.0049143 0.0049204 0.1250
10 0.0041091 0.0041134 0.1050
11 0.0029691 0.0029719 0.0932
12 0.0015618 0.0015631 0.0857
13 2.683E-08 2.681E-08 0.0835

Alpha~ Beta~ Gamma~ and T - Period

Parm. MicorSARB SEISAB % Error

Alpha 1.3101

Beta 26.5951

GamMa 0.113654

T-period 0.3261

1.312

26.626

0.114

0.327

0.1450

0.1162

0.3044

0.2760



Transverse DisplaceMents Due to a Psuedo Seis.ic Load
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MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

Abut 1 3.910E-07 3.898E-07 0.3000

Bent 2 0.0936005

Bent 3 0.100121

0.09368

0~1002

0.0849

0.0788

Abut 4 4.036E-07 4.02SE-07 0.2627

•
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Comparison MicroSARB vs. SEISAB
------------------------------------------------------------

ATC6 Example Bridge: 3 span bridge with 3 column bents

Longitudinal Displacements Due to a Unit Load

Node # MicroSARB SEISAB ~ Error

1 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
2 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
3 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
4 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
5 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
6 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
7 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
8 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
9 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
10 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
11 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
12 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000
13 0.016066 0.016066 0.0000

Alpha r Beta r Gamma r and T - Period

Parm. MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

T-period

6.04074 6.04097

122.627 122.632

1.9701 1.97025

0.6323 0.632353

0.0038

0.0041

0.0076

0.0084



Longitudinal DisplaceMents Due to a Psuedo SeisMic Load
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Ite.

Abut 1

Bent 2

Bent 3

Abut 4

MicroSARB

0.25499

0.25499

0.25499

0.25499

SEISAB

0.25500

0.25500

0.25500

0.25500

" Error

0.0039

0.0039

0.0039

0.0039
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Discussion o£ the Comp8rison

For this bridge the results obt8ined £or both the
tr8nsverse 8nd the longitudin81 directions see~ to compare
very well between MicroSARB and SEISAB. More discrepency
is app8rent in the transverse direction when co~parin9 the
two Models £or the ATC-6 p8ra.eters 8nd the tr8nsverse
dlsp18ceaent due to 8 seisaic load. This small error can
be attributed to di££erent approaches used to gener8te the
curvature o£ the superstructure.



analysis in the transverse
a £ive-span rein£orced concrete
this exaaple the e££ectiveness
bridges with variable column

EXAMPLE 4

ANALYSIS OF A FIVE-SPAN BRIDGE

ObJective

The ATC-G Procedure 1
direction is per£or.ed on
bridge in this axaaple. In
o£ MicroSARB to analyze
heights is exaained.

Description ox the Bridge

A sketch o£ the continuos, rein£orced concrete box
girder bridge is shown in Figure A.4.1. The abutment-to
superstructure connection is aonolithic, and the abutments
are aaauaed to be rigid. The bents are comprised o£ two
circular p~isaatic coluans and are oriented nor.al to the
bridge centerline.

Modeling Details

The section properties o£ the superstructure and the
substructure are displayed in Figure A.4.2. The circular
rein£orced concrete coluans are spaced 31'-0" on center and
are modeled as single prismatic segments. A bent cap is
used and it has the £ollowing properties: £lexural inertia
about the longitudinal and vertical axes = 75.0, torsional
inertia about the transverse axis = 1.0El0.

The £ixed abutments are modeled by assuming all spring
sti££ness values o£ 5.0E9. The pier base spring sti££ness
values are: vertical and transverse displacement springs =
5.0E9, and the longitudinal rotational spring = 1.0E-10.
This e££ectively models the column-to-£oundation connection
as pinned.

The Accelleration Coe££icient is 0.21, and a Site
Coe££icient o£ 1.2 £or a Soil Pro£ile Type II is speci£ied.
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Coaparison MicroSARB va. SEISAB

Five Span Bridge: two column bents (three di££erent types)

----------------------------------------------------------
Transverse Displacements Due to a Unit Load

----------------------------------------------------------
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Node # MicroSARB SEISAB % Error

1 6.9233E-09 6.9242E-09 0.01
2 6.6763E-02 6.6657E-02 0.16
3 1.7900E-01 1.7858E-01 0.24
4 1.9113E-01 1.9072E-01 0.21
5 9.3253E-02 9.3194E-02 0.06
6 8.5031£-09 8.5073E-09 0.05

Alpha. Beta. Gamna. and T - Period

Parlll.

Alpha

Beta

T-period

MicroSARB

73.10013

1111.44

175.41

1.7164

SEISAB

72.186

1099.028

167.515

1.687

% Error

1.25

1.12

4.71

1.71



Transverse Displacements Due to a Psu~do SeisMic Load
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It.eM KicrSARB SEISAB " Error

Abut 1

. Bent 2

Bent. 3

Bent 4

Bent 5

Abut 6

-2.0286£-09 -1.4150£-09

1.4712£-01 1.4820£-01

6.1960£-01 6.3470£-01

6.8395£-01 7.0080E-01

2.4552£-01 2.5060E-01

3.5924£-09 5.0140£-09

43.36

0.73

2.38

2.40

28.35
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Discussion o£ the Comperison

It is epperent 1n this exe.ple thet the de£or_ed
superstructure genereted by MicroSARB using equetions o£
the elestic curve for eech deck eleMent is slightly di£
£erent then the de£or.ed shepe creeted by SEISAB using
cubic splines. Even though there is error between Micro
SARB end SEISAB for £inel displecements~ this error is
very saell end cen be considered inaigni£icent for this
type o£ enelysis. It is i.portent to note thet the dis
plece.ents et the ebutaents ere very saell end thus the
behevior o£ the ebutments is very sensetive to even very
sMell chenges in loading.



EXAMPLE 5

ANALYSIS OF A TWO-SPAN BRIDGE
WITH AN INTERMEDIATE EXPANSION JOINT

ObJective

In this exa.ple MicroSARB is used to analysis a
two-span rein£orced concrete box-girder bridge that
includes an inter.ediate expansion Joint in the le£t deck
span. This exa.ple illustrates the e££ectiveness o£
.odeling hinge ele.ents.

Description o£ the Bridge

This bridge is a hypothetical example using real
bridge properties. This bridge is comprised of elements
fro. the Rosecreek Interchange bridge o£ Example 2. The
spans and t~e pier are identical to the exterior spans and
the piers used in Example 2. Seat-type abutments and a
pile foundation at the pier base provide longitudinal and
transverse sti££ness.

Modeling Details

The bridge haa an overall span length of 104 feet.
The section properties of the spans and columns are
displayed in Figure A.2.2. A uni£orm unit load o£ 0.8083
kips/in. accounts £or the weight o£ the concrete and all
other components along the length o£ the bridge.

For the transverse loading direction the abutment and
pier base translational and rotational spring stiffnesses
are the same as those shown in Example 2. For the expan
sion Joint (loaded transversely> the spring stif£nesses are
1.0E10 £or the transverse displacement and longitudinal
rotational springs, and 1.0E-10 for the vertical rotational
spring. This ef£ectively models the expansion Joint as a
pinned hinge.

For the longitudinal loading direction all spring
sti££nesses except the longitudinal translational spring
are the same as those displayed in Example 2. The longi
tudinal displacement spring is assigned a value o£ 1000.
For the expansion Joint <loaded longitudinally) the spring
sti££nesses are 1.0E10 £or the transverse rotational spring
and 1.0E-10 for the longitudinal and vertical displacement
springs.

The Acceleration Coe££icient and Site Coefficient are
identical to those of Example 2.
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Comparison MicroSARB vs. SEISAB

ROSEEXP: 2 span bridge, single column pier, expansion Joint

Transverse Displacements Due to a Unit Load

Node # MicroSARB SEISAB % Error

1 0.401999 0.401998 .00
2 1.10374 1.10363 0.01
3 1.80419 1.80396 0.01
4 1.80419 1.80396 0.01
5 1.56691 1.56672 0.01
6 1.33485 1.33469 0.01
7 1.11211 1.11199 0.01
8 0.893168 0.893078 0.01
9 0.673523 0.673467 0.01
10 0.452021 0.452 .00

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and T - Period

Parm. MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

Alpha

Beta

GallJRa

T-period

1395.1 1406.291

1127.66 1136.705

1412.15 1448.028

0.3216 0.324

().80 .

0.80

2.48

0.74



Transverse Displacements Due to a Psuedo Seismic Load
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Item MicroSARB SEISAB " Error

Abut 1 0.122769

Hinge 1 0.892133

Bent 2 0.597928

Abut 3 0.0396245

0.1192

0.8955

0.597

0.03405

2.91

0.38

14.07
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COMparison MicroSARB va. SEISAB

ROSEEXP: 2 span bridge, single colUMn pier, expansion Joint

Longitudinal Deflection Due to a Unit Load

Node # MicroSARB SEISAB :v. Error

1 0.313 0.313 0.00
2 0.313 0.313 0.00
3 0.313 0.313 0.00
4 0.61285 0.61284 .00
5 0.61285 0.61284 .00
6 0.61285 0.61284 .00
7 0.61285 0.61284 .00
8 0.61285 0.61284 .00
9 0.61285 0.61284 .00
10 0.61285 0.61284 .00

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and T - Period

Parlll.

Alpha

Beta

Gamllla

T-period

MicroSARB

673.436

544.338

309.854

0.2168

SEISAB

650.323

525.656

292.554

0.2144

:v. Error

3.55

3.55

5.91

1.12



Longitudinal Displacements Due to a Psuedo Seismic Load
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Item MicroSAR8 SEISAB " Error

Abut 1 0.0730353

Hinge 1 0.279997

Bent 2 0.279997

Abut 3 0.279997

0.07307

0.2759

0.2759

0.2759

0.05

1.46

1.46

1.46
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Discussion o£ the Comp8rison

Once again as in the previous eX8aples the error
between KicroSARB and SEISAB £or displ8ceMents due to a
unit load in the transverse and longitudinal direction is
negligible. However. the error between the two ~odela for
the ATC-6 para~eters and the displaceaents due to a psuedo
seisMic load beco~es slightly aore noticable.

As in previous exa~ples the different Methods used to
generate the displaced ,shape of the superstructure in the
transverse directions leads to a~all error for the ATC-6
para~eters and £in8l displaceMents.

In the longitudinal direction SEISAB uses cubic
splines to generate a displaced con£iguration due to a unit
load. Because axial de£oraations are being neglected the
MicroSARB Model aSSUMea that the displaceMents along the
length o£ each eleMent are identical to the nodal displace
Ments for the two nodes confining each particular ele.ent.
In effect the MicroSARB ~odel does not generate 8 curve
representing the displaced configuration in the longi
tudinal direction.
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EXAMPLE 6

ANALYSIS OF A THREE-SPAN BRIDGE

ObJective

This example illustates the use o£ MicorSARB to
analyze a three-span rein£orced concrete bridge with two
di££erent bent types. The capability o£ MicroSARB to
handle di££erent bent types is deaonstated by this example.
Note: Only the transverse direction is exaMined.

Description o£ the Bridge

The bridge used in this example is identical to the
one used in Example 3; however~ the le£t bent is replaced
with a single column pier identical to those o£ the
Rosecreek Interchange (See Exaaple 2).

Modeling Details

The section properties o£ the bridge superstructure
are listed in Figure A.3.2. The bent section properties
are listed in Figure A.2.2 (single coluan bent) and Figure
A.3.2 (mu1ticolumn bent). A uni£orm unit load o£ 20.3
kips/£t. accounts £or the weight o£ the concrete and other
misce11- aneous items. The abutment and pier base spring
ati££nesaes are identical to those discussed in Example 3.
The Acceleration and Site Coe££icients are identical to
those o£ Example 3.



COMparison MicroSARB vs. SEISAB

KULTPIER: 3 Span bridge with 2 seperate pier types
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-----------------------------------------~-----------------
Transverse Displacements Due to a Unit Load

Node # MlcroSARB SEISAB " Error

1 2.979E-08 2.978E-08 0.0400
2 0.0017715 0.0017717 0.0062
3 0.0034156 0.0034157 0.0029
4 0.0048312 0.0048315 0.0062
5 0.0059471 0.0059477 0.0096
6 0.0067124 0.0067132 0.0119
7 0.0070762 0.0070772 0.0138
8 0.0070054 0.0070064 0.0140
9 0.0064958 0.0064968 0.0143
10 0.0054354 0.0054363 0.0153
11 0.0039201 0.0039207 0.0135
12 0.0020574 0.0020577 0.0146
13 3.276E-08 3.276E-08 0.0104

Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and T - Period

Parm.

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

T-period

MicroSARB

1.70987

34.7104

0.19403

0.373

SEISAB

1.71

34.714

0.194

0.373

" Error

0.0076

0.0104

0.0155

0.0000



------------------------------'------------------------------
Transverse DisplaceMents Due to a Pauedo Seisaic Load
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Ite. M1croSARB SEISAB " Error

Abut 1 4.586£-07 4.578E-07 0.1849

Bent 2

Bent 3

0.120675

0.132303

0.1206

0.1323

0.0622

0.0023

Abut 4 5.263E-07 5.256E-07 0.1402
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Discussion o£ the Comparison

The reults o£ the transverse loading see~ to co~pare

very well between the two models £or all three categories.
Once again a slightly larger di££erence is evident when
co.paring MicroSARB to SEISAB £or the displacements due to
a seis.ic load. It is obvious that the de£oraed shape
generated using the equation o£ the elastic curve £or the
deck ele.ents (MicroSARB)is very close to that generated
using cubic splines (SEISAB).



APPENDIX B

MEMORY EFFICIENT PROGRAMMING

B.l Introduciton

One disadvantage associatied with program~ing on

microcomputers is the limited availability o£ memory space

for storing large arrays o£ numbers. Because o£ these

limitations the programmer must utilize memory-e££icient

progra••ing techniques to reduce the amount o£ data stored

in arrays.
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B.2 List Processing

In the MicroSARB model, in an attempt to minimize

memory requirements yet increase computational e££iciency,

an implicit list processing (ILP) technique was employed.

For large matrices which can not be banded or triangu

larized it is more e££icient to keep track o£ only the

non-zero elements. The list processing technique is a

means by which only the non-zero elements are stored in

memory. In this type o£ list processing, once the values

and locations o£ the non-zero elements are known the matrix

can be manipulated. This can be re£erred to as an explicit

list processing (ELP).

In ELP, two arrays are ussually £ormed, one in which

all the column numbers o£ the non-zero elements o£ the

matrix are stored, and the other acting as a pointer to the

£irst array, identl£ying the areas associated with each


